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Abstract
Reader preference, writer preference, and task-fair reader-writer locks are shown to cause
undue blocking in multiprocessor real-time systems. Phase-fair reader writer locks, a new
class of reader-writer locks, are proposed as an alternative. Three local-spin phase-fair
lock algorithms, one with constant remote-memory-reference complexity, are presented and
demonstrated to be efficiently implementable on common hardware platforms. Both task-
and phase-fair locks are evaluated and contrasted to mutex locks in terms of hard and soft
real-time schedulability—each under both global and partitioned scheduling—under con-
sideration of runtime overheads on a multicore Sun “Niagara” UltraSPARC T1 processor.
Formal bounds on worst-case blocking are derived for all considered lock types.
1 Introduction
With the transition to multicore architectures by most (if not all) major chip manufacturers, mul-
tiprocessors are now a standard deployment platform for (soft) real-time applications. This has
led to renewed interest in real-time multiprocessor scheduling and synchronization algorithms
(see (Brandenburg and Anderson, 2008; Brandenburg et al., 2008a,b; Calandrino et al., 2006) for
recent comparative studies and relevant references). However, prior work on synchronization
has been somewhat limited, being mostly focused on mechanisms that ensure strict mutual ex-
clusion (mutex). Reader-writer (RW) synchronization, which requires mutual exclusion only for
updates (and not for reads) has not been considered in prior work on real-time shared-memory
multiprocessor systems despite its great practical relevance.
The need for RW synchronization arises naturally in many situations. Two common exam-
ples are few-producers/many-consumers relationships (e.g., obtaining and distributing sensor
data) and rarely-changing shared state (e.g., configuration information). As an example for
the former, consider a robot such as TU Berlin’s autonomous helicopter Marvin (Musial et al.,
2006): its GPS receiver updates the current position estimate 20 times per second, and the latest
position estimate is read at various rates by a flight controller and by image acquisition, camera
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targeting, and communication modules. An example of rarely-changing shared data occurs in
work of Gore et al. (Gore et al., 2004), who employed RW locks to optimize latency in a real-time
notification service. In their system, every incoming event must be matched against a shared
subscription lookup table to determine the set of subscribing clients. Since events occur very
frequently and changes to the table occur only very rarely, the use of a regular mutex lock “can
unnecessarily reduce [concurrency] in the critical path of event propagation.” (Gore et al., 2004)
In practice, RW locks are in wide-spread use since they are supported by all POSIX-compliant
real-time operating systems. However, to the best of our knowledge, such locks have not been
analyzed in the context of multiprocessor real-time systems from a schedulability perspective.
In fact, RW locks that are subject to potential starvation have been suggested to practitioners
without much concern for schedulability (Li and Yao, 2003). This highlights the need for a
well-understood, analytically-sound real-time RW synchronization protocol.
Related work. In work on non-real-time systems, Courtois et al. were the first to investigate
RW synchronization and proposed two semaphore-based RW locks (Courtois et al., 1971): a
writer preference lock, wherein writers have higher priority than readers, and a reader preference
lock, wherein readers have higher priority than writers. Both are problematic for real-time sys-
tems as they can give rise to extended delays and even starvation. To improve reader through-
put at the expense of writer throughput in distributed systems, Andrews proposed a token
passing protocol under which only a single token is required for reading but all tokens must
be obtained prior to writing (Andrews, 1991). Using a conceptually similar approach, Hsieh
and Weihl proposed a semaphore-based RW lock for large shared-memory systems wherein
the lock state is distributed across processors (Hsieh and Weihl, 1992).
In work on scalable synchronization on shared-memory multiprocessors, Mellor-Crummey
and Scott proposed spin-based reader preference, writer preference, and task-fair RW locks
(Mellor-Crummey and Scott, 1991b). In a task-fair RW lock, readers and writers gain access
in strict FIFO order, which avoids starvation. In the same work, Mellor-Crummey and Scott
also proposed local-spin versions of their RW locks, in which excessive memory bus traffic un-
der high contention is avoided. An alternative local-spin implementation of task-fair RW locks
was later proposed by Krieger et al. (Krieger et al., 1993).
McKenney introduced throughput-oriented criteria for selecting locking primitives and char-
acterized the tradeoffs of task-fair and distributed RW locks in this context (McKenney, 1996).
A probabilistic performance analysis of task-fair RW locks wherein reader arrivals are modeled
as a Poisson process was conducted by Reiman and Wright (Reiman and Wright, 1991).
In work on uniprocessor real-time systems, two relevant suspension-based protocols have
been proposed: Baker’s stack resource policy (Baker, 1991) and Rajkumar’s read-write priority
ceiling protocol (Rajkumar, 1991). The latter has also been studied in the context of distributed
real-time databases (Rajkumar, 1991).
An alternative to locking is the use of specialized non-blocking algorithms (Anderson and
Holman, 2000). However, compared to lock-based RW synchronization, which allows in-place
updates, non-blocking approaches usually require additional memory, incur significant copy-
ing or retry overheads, and are less general.1 In this paper, we focus on lock-based RW syn-
1In non-blocking read-write algorithms, the value to be written must be pre-determined and cannot depend on
the current state of the shared object. With locks, an update can be computed based on the current value.
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chronization in cache-coherent shared-memory multiprocessor systems.
Contributions. We present the first systematic study of RW synchronization in the context of
multiprocessor real-time systems. Specifically, we
• examine the applicability of the above-mentioned existing RW lock types to real-time sys-
tems (Section 3.2) and demonstrate that neither task-fair RW locks nor preference locks
reliably reduce worst-case blocking (Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3);
• identify the characteristics that restrict the effectiveness of said locks and propose a novel
“phase-fair” RW lock to avoid these limitations (Section 3.2.4);
• show that reader blocking bounds are less (asymptotically) with phase-fair RW locks than
with task-fair RW locks (Section 3.3) and prove analytical bounds on the worst-case delay
of sporadic tasks due to blocking under task-fair mutex locks (Section A.4), reader and
writer preference locks (Section A.5), task-fair RW locks (Section A.7), and phase-fair RW
locks (Section A.8);
• give three efficient implementations of phase-fair RW locks (Section 4) specialized for
shared-cache, private-cache, and memory-constrained multiprocessors; and
• report on the results of an extensive performance evaluation of RW synchronization choices
in terms of hard and soft real-time schedulability under consideration of system over-
heads (Section 5).
Our experiments show that, for the considered real-time workloads on our test platform, it is
beneficial to employ RW locks in general, and that employing phase-fair RW locks can sig-
nificantly improve real-time performance if (approximately) at most 25%–30% of all critical
sections are writes.
We formalize our system model and summarize relevant background next.
2 System Model
We consider the classic problem (Liu and Layland, 1973) of scheduling a system of n sporadic
tasks, T1, . . . , Tn, on m identical processors. Each task Ti is specified by its worst-case execution
cost, e(Ti), its period, p(Ti), and its relative deadline, d(Ti), where d(Ti) ≥ e(Ti) > 0. Task Ti’s
utilization (or weight) reflects the processor share that it requires and is given by e(Ti)/p(Ti).
The jth job (or invocation) of task Ti is denoted T
j
i . Such a job T
j
i becomes available for
execution at its release time (or arrival time), a(T ji ). The spacing between job releases must satisfy
a(T j+1i ) ≥ a(T ji ) + p(Ti). Ti is further said to be periodic if a(T j+1i ) = a(T ji ) + p(Ti) holds for any
j.
T ji is pending from time a(T
j
i ) until it completes at time c(T
j
i ). A job T
j
i should complete exe-
cution by its absolute deadline, a(T ji )+d(Ti), and is tardy if it completes later. While pending, a job
is either preemptable or non-preemptable. A job scheduled on a processor can only be preempted
when it is preemptable.
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2.1 Multiprocessor Scheduling
There are two fundamental approaches to scheduling sporadic tasks on multiprocessors —
global and partitioned. With global scheduling, processors are scheduled by selecting jobs from a
single, shared queue, whereas with partitioned scheduling, each processor has a private queue
and is scheduled independently using a uniprocessor scheduling policy (hybrid approaches ex-
ist, too (Anderson et al., 2005; Baker and Baruah, 2007; Calandrino et al., 2007)). Tasks are stati-
cally assigned to processors under partitioning. As a consequence, under partitioned schedul-
ing, all jobs of a task execute on the same processor, whereas migrations may occur in globally-
scheduled systems. A discussion of the tradeoffs between global and partitioned scheduling is
beyond the scope of this paper and the interested reader is referred to prior studies concerning
such tradeoffs (Brandenburg et al., 2008a; Calandrino et al., 2006).
We consider one representative algorithm from each category: in the partitioned case, the
partitioned EDF (P-EDF) algorithm, wherein the earliest-deadline-first (EDF) algorithm is used on
each processor, and in the global case, the global EDF (G-EDF) algorithm. However, the syn-
chronization algorithms considered herein do not depend on the scheduling algorithm in use,
and the analysis presented in Appendix A applies equally to other scheduling algorithms that
assign each job a fixed priority, including partitioned static-priority (P-SP) scheduling. Further,
we consider both hard real-time (HRT) systems in which deadlines should not be missed, and
soft real-time systems (SRT) in which bounded deadline tardiness is permissible.
We let r(Ti) denote a bound on task Ti’s worst-case response time or maximum relative completion
time, i.e., a bound on the maximum time that any job of task Ti can be pending. In HRT systems,
if a task system is schedulable, then by definition r(Ti) = d(Ti).2 In SRT systems, r(Ti) is given
by the sum of d(Ti) and Ti’s tardiness bound (if it exists) (Devi and Anderson, 2008; Leontyev
and Anderson, 2007).
2.2 Resources
When a job T ji intends to update (observe) the state of a resource L, it issues a write (read) request
WL (RL) for L and is said to be a writer (reader). In the following discussion, which applies
equally to read and write requests, we denote a request for L of either kind as XL.
XL is satisfied as soon as T
j
i holds L, and completes when T
j
i releases L. ‖XL ‖ denotes the max-
imum time that T ji will hold L. T
j
i becomes blocked on L if XL cannot be satisfied immediately.
(A resource can be held by multiple jobs simultaneously only if they are all readers.) If T ji issues
another request X′ before X is complete, then X′ is nested within X. We assume without loss of
generality that nesting is proper, i.e., X′ must complete no later than X completes. An outermost
request is not nested within any other request.
When sharing resources in real-time systems, a locking protocol must be employed to both
avoid deadlock and bound the maximum duration of blocking. In the following section, we
present such a protocol.
2Tighter bounds are known for certain schedulers such as P-SP; see for example (Liu, 2000).
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3 Reader-Writer Synchronization
The flexible multiprocessor locking protocol (FMLP) is a real-time mutex protocol based on the prin-
ciples of flexibility and simplicity (Block et al., 2007) that has been shown to compare favorably
to previously-proposed protocols (Block et al., 2007; Brandenburg and Anderson, 2008). In this
section, we present an extended version of the FMLP with support for RW synchronization. We
begin by giving a high-level overview of its core design.
The FMLP is considered to be “flexible” for two reasons: it can be used under G-EDF, P-
EDF, as well as P-SP scheduling, and it is agnostic regarding whether blocking is implemented
via spinning or suspending. Regarding the latter, resources are categorized as either “short” or
“long.” Short resources are accessed using fair spin locks and long resources are accessed via
a semaphore protocol. Whether a resource should be considered short or long is user-defined,
but requests for long resources may not be contained within requests for short resources.
The terms “short” and “long” arise because (intuitively) spinning is appropriate only for
very short critical sections, since spinning wastes processor time. However, two recent studies
pertaining to shared in-memory data structures have shown that, in terms of schedulability,
spinning is usually preferable to suspending when overheads are considered (Brandenburg
and Anderson, 2008; Brandenburg et al., 2008b).3 Based on these trends, we restrict our focus to
short resources in this paper and delegate the analysis of RW synchronization for long resources
to future work.
3.1 Reader-Writer Request Rules
The reader-writer FMLP (RW-FMLP) is realized by the following rules, which are based on
those given in (Block et al., 2007).
Resource groups. Nesting, which is required to cause a deadlock, tends to occur somewhat in-
frequently in practice (Brandenburg and Anderson, 2007). The FMLP strikes a balance between
supporting nesting and optimizing for the common case (no nesting) by organizing resources
into resource groups, which are sets of resources that may be requested together. Two resources
are in the same group iff there exists a job that requests both resources at the same time. We let
grp(L) denote the group that contains L. Deadlock is avoided by protecting each group by a
group lock; before a job can access a resource, it must first acquire its corresponding group lock.4
Nesting. Read requests may be freely nested within other read and write requests, but write
requests may only be nested within other write requests. We do not permit the nesting of write
3The studies presented in (Brandenburg and Anderson, 2008; Brandenburg et al., 2008b) considered request
lengths in the range of a few microseconds, corresponding to request lengths that were measured in real sys-
tems (Brandenburg and Anderson, 2007). Suspension-based synchronization is likely preferable if critical sections
are inherently long (e.g., when synchronizing access to physical devices such as disks).
4Group-locking is admittedly a very simple deadlock avoidance mechanism that can be detrimental to through-
put; however, the FMLP is the first multiprocessor real-time locking protocol that allows nesting of global resources
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Figure 1: Illustration of an outermost request.
requests within read requests because this would require an “upgrade” to exclusive access,
which is problematic for worst-case blocking analysis.
Requests. If a job T ji issues a read or write request XL for a short resource L and XL is out-
ermost, then T ji becomes non-preemptable and executes the corresponding entry protocol for
grp(L)’s group lock (the details of which are discussed in the next section). XL is satisfied once
T ji holds L’s group lock. When XL completes, T
j
i releases the group lock and leaves its non-
preemptive section. The execution of an outermost request is illustrated in Figure 1. If XL is
not outermost, then it is satisfied immediately: if the outer request is a write request, then T ji
already has exclusive access to the group, and if the outer request is a read request, then XL
must also be a read request according to the nesting rule. In either case, it is safe to acquire L.
The RW-FMLP can be integrated with the regular FMLP by replacing the FMLP’s short re-
quest rules with the above-provided rules; regular short FMLP requests are then treated as short
write requests.
3.2 Group Lock Choices
Group locks are the fundamental unit of locking in the FMLP and thus determine its worst-case
blocking behavior. In this section, we consider four group lock choices (one of them a new RW
lock) and discuss examples that illustrate how the use of RW locks and relaxed ordering con-
straints can significantly reduce worst-case blocking. Formal bounds on worst-case blocking
are derived subsequently in Section A.
Task-fair mutex locks are considered here even though they are clearly undesirable for RW
synchronization since they are the only spin-based locks for which bounds on worst-case block-
ing were derived in prior work. Hence, they serve in our experiments (see Section 5) as a per-
formance baseline.
3.2.1 Task-fair Mutex Locks
With task-fair (or FIFO) locks, competing tasks are served strictly in the order that they issue
requests. Task-fair mutex locks were employed in previous work on real-time synchronization
because they have two desirable properties: first, they can be implemented efficiently (Mellor-
Crummey and Scott, 1991a), and second, they offer strong progress guarantees. Since requests
are executed non-preemptively (under the FMLP), task-fair locks ensure that a request of a job
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Figure 2: Example schedules of two writers (T1, T2) and three readers (T3, T4, T5) sharing a re-
source L that is protected by a task-fair mutex lock (tasks assigned to different processors). The
jobs of T4 and T5 miss their respective deadlines at times 12.5 and 13.0 due to the unnecessary
sequencing of readers.
is blocked once by at most m − 1 other jobs irrespective of the number of competing requests,
which may be desirable as this tends to distribute blocking evenly among tasks.
However, enforcing strict mutual exclusion among readers is unnecessarily restrictive and
can cause deadline misses. An example is shown in Figure 2, which depicts jobs of five tasks
(two writers, three readers) competing for a resource L. As L’s group lock is a task-fair mutex
lock, all requests are satisfied sequentially in the order that they are issued. This unnecessarily
delays both T4 and T5 and causes them to miss their respective deadlines at times 12.5 and 13.
3.2.2 Task-fair RW Locks
With task-fair RW locks, while requests are still satisfied in strict FIFO order, the mutual exclu-
sion requirement is relaxed so that the lock can be held concurrently by consecutive readers. This
can lead to reduced blocking, as shown in Figure 3(a), which depicts the same arrival sequence
as Figure 2. Note that the read requests of T3, T4, and T5 are satisfied simultaneously at time 8,
which in turn allows T4 and T5 to meet their deadlines.
Unfortunately, task-fair RW locks may degrade to mutex-like performance when faced with
a pathological request sequence, as is shown in Figure 3(b). The only difference in task behavior
between Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) is that the arrival times of the jobs of T1 and T4 have been
switched. This causes L to be requested first by a reader (T4 at time 2), then by a writer (T2
at time 2.5), then by a reader again (T3 at time 3), then by another writer (T1 at time 3.5), and
finally by the last reader (T5 at time 4). Reader parallelism is eliminated in this scenario and T5
misses its deadline at time 13 as a result.
3.2.3 Preference RW Locks
In a reader preference lock, readers are statically prioritized over writers, i.e., writers are starved
as long as there are unsatisfied read requests (Courtois et al., 1971; Mellor-Crummey and Scott,
1991b). The lack of strong progress guarantees for writers makes reader preference locks a
7




























Figure 3: Example of reader parallelism (and lack thereof) under task-fair RW locks. (a) Given
the arrival sequence depicted in Figure 2, all readers gain access in parallel and hence meet their
respective deadlines. (b) If the arrival times of the jobs of T1 and T4 in Figure 3(a) are switched,
then all readers are serialized and a deadline is missed. This demonstrates that task-fair RW
locks are subject to mutex-like worst-case performance in the presence of multiple writers. (See
Figure 2 for a legend.)













Figure 4: Example of reader delay under writer preference locks. Given the arrival sequence
from Figure 3(b), two readers miss their respective deadlines (instead of only one as in Fig-
ure 3(b)) because all read requests remain unsatisfied while writers are present, which can sig-
nificantly delay readers. (See Figure 2 for a legend.)
problematic choice for real-time systems because deadlines can be missed due to the resulting
starvation.
Writer preference locks are an ill choice for similar reasons. This is illustrated in Figure 4,
which depicts the same arrival sequence as Figure 3(b) but assumes that L is protected by a
writer preference lock. Again, L is first acquired by a reader (T4 at time 2) as there are initially
no competing write requests. However, all reads are blocked as soon as writers are present
(starting at time 2.5). Hence, T3 and T5’s read requests remain unsatisfied until both T1 and T2’s
write requests have completed at time 10, which causes both readers to miss their respective
deadline.
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All previously-proposed RW locks fall within one of the categories discussed so far (or have
no progress guarantees at all). Thus, the examples discussed above demonstrate that no such
lock reliably reduces worst-case blocking (unless writers execute very infrequently).
3.2.4 Phase-fair RW Locks
The above examples reveal two root problems of existing RW locks: first, preference locks cause
extended blocking due to intervals in which only requests of one kind are satisfied; and second,
task-fair RW locks cause extended blocking due to a lack of parallelism when readers are in-
terleaved with writers. A RW lock better suited for real-time systems should avoid these two
pitfalls. These two requirements are captured by the concept of “phase-fairness.”
Definition 1. A RW lock is phase-fair iff it has the following properties:
PF1 reader phases and writer phases alternate;
PF2 writers are subject to FIFO ordering, but only with regard to other writers;
PF3 at the start of each reader phase, all currently-unsatisfied read requests are satisfied (exactly one
write request is satisfied at the start of a writer phase); and
PF4 during a reader phase, newly-issued read requests are satisfied only if there are no unsatisfied write
requests pending.
Properties PF1 and PF3 ensure that a read request is never blocked by more than one writer
phase and one reader phase irrespective of the number of processors and the length of the write request
queue. Property PF4 ensures that reader phases end. Properties PF1 and PF2 ensure that a write
request is never blocked by more than m − 1 reader and writer phases each (see Section 3.3
below).
In some sense, phase-fair locks can be understood as being a reader preference lock when
held by a writer, and being a writer preference lock when held by readers, i.e., readers and
writers are “polite” and yield to each other.
Figure 5 depicts a schedule for the pathological arrival sequence from Figures 3(b) and 4
assuming a phase-fair group lock. T4 issues the first read request and thus starts a new reader
phase at time 2. T2 issues a write request that cannot be satisfied immediately at time 2.5.
However, T2’s unsatisfied request prevents the next read request (issued by T3 at time 3) from
being satisfied due to Property PF4. At time 3.5, T1 issues a second write request, and at time
4, T5 issues a final read request. At the same time, T4’s request completes and the first reader
phase ends. The first writer phase lasts from time 4 to time 7 when T2’s write request, which
was first in the writer FIFO queue, completes. Due to Property PF1, this starts the next reader
phase, and due to Property PF3, all unsatisfied read requests are satisfied. Note that, when
T5’s read request was issued, two write requests were unsatisfied. However, due to the phase-
fair bound on read-request blocking, it was only blocked by one writer phase regardless of the
arrival pattern. This allows all jobs to meet their deadlines in this example, and, in fact, for any
arrival pattern of the jobs depicted in Figures 2–5.
This example suggests that phase-fair locks may be a desirable choice for real-time RW syn-
chronization. However, in order to employ a locking protocol in real-time systems (and to
9













Figure 5: Example of reduced blocking under phase-fair locks. All readers meet their respective
deadlines because they are not blocked by more than one write request (due to Property PF1).
Note how the contending readers (T3, T4) yield to a writer (T2) at time 4, which is followed in
turn by a writer (T1) yielding to the aforementioned readers: this exemplifies the “after-you
politeness” implicitly required by the definition of phase-fairness. (See Figure 2 for a legend.)
properly compare locking choices), formal bounds on worst-case synchronization delays are
required. We provide an overview of such bounds and summarize their key properties next.
3.3 Blocking Overview
Blocking is any delay encountered by a job that would not have arisen if all tasks were indepen-
dent. A task’s maximum blocking duration must be bounded and accounted for when testing
whether a task system is schedulable (Rajkumar, 1991).
There are two kinds of blocking that we must consider under the RW-FMLP: direct blocking
and arrival blocking. A job T ji incurs direct blocking when it issues a request X for a shared
resource and X is not immediately satisfied, which under the RW-FMLP happens only if T ji
must spin while acquiring the corresponding group lock. T ji incurs arrival blocking when it is
released with a sufficiently-high priority to be scheduled immediately, but cannot be scheduled
because another job is executing non-preemptively (i.e., it is spinning or executing a request) on
T ji ’s assigned processor.
The derivation of reasonably-tight bounds on worst-case blocking that are sufficiently flex-
ible to allow the analysis of non-trivial task systems incurs some inherent complexity. We pro-
vide full proofs in Appendix A for the interested reader; however, such level of detail is not
required for the rest of the paper. Instead, we provide a short summary that is sufficient to ap-
preciate the key differences among the considered lock types. Note, however, that the following
high-level discussion is not a substitute for the complete analysis presented Appendix A and
should not be used for schedulability analysis—it merely highlights simplified instantiations of
the derived bounds for particular scenarios to convey an intuitive understanding.
Table 1 depicts bounds on worst-case blocking under three scenarios, expressed in terms of
the number of blocking phases. Let T ji denote the job under consideration.
The Single Write scenario assumes that T ji issues exactly one write and no read requests.
Since writers require exclusive access, the task-fair mutex, task-fair RW, and writer preference
10
RW bounds reflect the fact that a blocking write request may be executed on every other pro-
cessor. Under reader preference locks, write requests are subject to starvation and it is thus not
possible to bound the number of blocking phases based purely on T ji ’s requests—T
j
i will be
blocked as long as other jobs keep issuing read requests. Finally, the phase-fair bound reveals
the negative impact of enforcing alternating reader and writer phases: while T ji is blocked by at
mostm−1 writer phases, it can also be transitively blocked bym−1 interspersed reader phases.
The Single Read scenario assumes the complimentary situation, i.e., T ji issues one read and no
write request. This clearly reveals the problem with task-fair locks—under both task-fair mutex
and RW locks, read requests may be delayed significantly while progressing through the FIFO
queue. Starvation is again an issue under preference locks. However, the situation is reversed:
writer preference locks allow reads to be delayed indefinitely, whereas reader preference locks
offer the lowest bound of all locks for reader blocking—at most one writer phase can block T ji if
said writer phase was active when T ji issued its read request. Phase-fair RW locks offer a close
approximation of reader preference locks under this scenario, since satisfying all blocked read
requests at the beginning of each reader phase (Property PF3) ensures that at most two phases
block a read request. This shows that forcing phases to alternate (Property PF1) benefits readers
at the expense of writers.
The third scenario, Repeated Reads, looks at cumulative blocking across multiple read re-
quests over some interval [t0, t1) in which T
j
i issues many read requests in quick succession.
5
With regard to this interval, W denotes the total number of potentially-blocking write requests,
i.e., requests issued by jobs other than T ji , and R denotes the total number of potentially-
blocking read requests. Further, it is assumed that 2W < R, i.e., that reads are much more
frequent than writes. This scenario reveals why mutex locks are an undesirable choice for RW
synchronization: in the worst case, T ji is delayed by every other request. In contrast, under
task-fair RW locks, T ji is only blocked by at most twice the number of potentially-blocking write
requests. Intuitively, this is because one of T ji ’s read requests is only blocked by a reader phase
if they are “separated” by a writer phase. Writer preference locks suffer from the same short-
coming as mutex locks—in the worst case, T ji is blocked by all other requests. Under reader
preference locks, read requests are never blocked by reader phases—thus, at most W requests
can block T ji in this case. Finally, phase-fair RW locks maintain the desirable bound of task-fair
RW locks, since, under phase-fairness, reader phases only block read requests if a writer phase
is blocking, too.
These comparisons substantiate the observations of Section 3.2. In particular,
• task-fair mutex and task-fair RW locks have similar worst-case blocking behavior for in-
dividual requests;
• preference locks offer appealing worst-case behavior only for the prioritized request type
and give rise to starvation; and
• phase-fair RW locks strike a compromise between the desirable properties of reader pref-
erence and task-fair RW locks: reads are only blocked by a constant number of phases and
writes are not starved, albeit at the cost of a factor of two in each bound (compared to the
best bound in each scenario).
5T ji is assumed to issue sufficiently many read requests to be blocked by all requests of other tasks that can
block T ji , i.e., per-request bounds are assumed to not affect the outcome.
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Lock Type Single Write Single Read Repeated Reads
task-fair mutex m− 1 m− 1 W +R
task-fair RW m− 1 m− 1 2W
writer pref. RW m− 1 ∞ W +R
reader pref. RW ∞ 1 W
phase-fair RW 2 · (m− 1) 2 2W
Table 1: A comparison of the bounds on worst-case direct blocking in three different scenarios
under each of the considered group lock choices. (Recall that m denotes the number of proces-
sors.) The second column (Single Write) lists the maximum number of phases (either read or
write) that can block a job if it issues exactly one write and no read requests. The third column
(Single Read) lists the maximum number of phases (either read or write) that can block a job if
it issues exactly one read and no write requests. The fourth column (Multiple Reads) lists the
maximum number of phases that can block a job that repeatedly issues a read requests dur-
ing some interval [t0, t1), where W denotes the number of competing, i.e., potentially blocking,
write requests and R denotes the number of competing read requests issued during [t0, t1) (as-
suming that 2W < R). Note that phase-fair RW locks are the only lock type that offers both
O(1) read and O(m) write blocking. These bounds are simplified special cases of those proved
in Appendix A.
We expect the fact that the phase-fair bound on read request blocking is O(1)—and not O(m)—
to become increasingly significant as multicore platforms become larger.
4 Implementing Phase-Fair Reader-Writer Locks
The preceding discussion indicates that phase-fairness can reduce worst-case blocking signifi-
cantly. However, to be a viable choice, phase-fair RW locks must be efficiently implementable
on common hardware platforms. Further, in practice, appropriate definitions of “efficient” may
vary widely between applications.
One commonly-used complexity metric for locking algorithms is to count remote memory
references (RMR) (Anderson et al., 2003), i.e., on a cache-coherent multiprocessor, locks are clas-
sified by how many cache invalidations occur per request under maximum contention. The
assumption underlying RMR complexity is that cache-local operations are (uniformly) cheap
and that therefore the number of (uniformly) expensive cache invalidations dominate lock ac-
quisition costs.
Cache consistency traffic can certainly severely limit performance, but, in practice, the ef-
ficiency of locks also strongly depends on both the number and cost of the required atomic
operations. For example, on a given hypothetical platform, a lock implementation that requires
multiple “light-weight” atomic-add instructions may outperform alternate implementations
that rely on fewer “heavy-weight” compare-and-swap instructions. Such tradeoffs are strongly
hardware dependent and can only be resolved by benchmarking actual lock performance on
the platform(s) of interest; Section 5 further explores this issue.
A third efficiency criterion arises in the design of memory-constrained (embedded) systems,
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wherein lock size concerns may outrank the desire for low acquisition overheads. Lock size can
especially become a concern when locks are used to protect individual data objects (as opposed
to locking code paths), which is often desirable if high throughput is required as fine-grained
locking can increase parallelism.
In this section, we present three phase-fair RW lock implementations, each addressing one
of the aforementioned efficiency requirements:
• a simple-to-implement ticket-based phase-fair RW lock, denoted PF-T, that only depends
on hardware support for atomic-add, fetch-and-add, and atomic stores, and that requires
only two atomic operations6 each on the reader and writer path;
• a compact version of the first algorithm for memory-constrained system, denoted PF-C,
that requires only four instead of 16 bytes per lock, but at the price of requiring additional
atomic operations; and
• a queue-based implementation, denoted PF-Q, that requires only a constant number of
remote memory references.
These algorithms heavily reuse and extend Mellor-Crummey and Scott’s ticket and queue lock
techniques (Mellor-Crummey and Scott, 1991a,b).
4.1 A Simple Phase-Fair Reader-Writer Lock
The PF-T algorithm, as given in its entirety in Listing 1, assumes a 32-bit little-endian architec-
ture. However, it can be easily adapted to other native word sizes and big-endian architectures.
We discuss its structure and the entry and exit procedures, which are both illustrated in Fig-
ure 7, next.
Structure. The PF-T lock consists of four counters that keep track of the number of issued
(rin, win) and completed (rout, wout) read and write requests (lines 1–3 of Listing 1). rin serves
multiple purposes: bits 8–31 are used for counting issued read requests, while bit 1 (PRES) is
used to signal the presence of unsatisfied write requests and bit 0 (PHID) is used to tell consec-
utive writer phases apart. For efficiency reasons (explained below), bits 2–7 remain unused, as
do bits 0–7 of rout for reasons of symmetry. The allocation of bits in rin and rout is illustrated in
Figure 6.
Readers. The reader entry procedure (lines 10–13, illustrated in Figure 7) works as follows.
First, a reader atomically increments rin and observes PRES and PHID (line 12). If no writer is
present (w = 0), then the reader is admitted immediately (line 13). Otherwise, the reader spins
until either of the two writer bits changes: if both bits are cleared, then no writer is present
any longer, otherwise—if only PHID toggles but PRES remains unchanged—the beginning of a
reader phase has been signaled. The reader exit procedure (lines 15–16) only consists of atomi-
cally incrementing rout, which allows a blocked writer to detect when the lock ceases to be held
by readers (as discussed below, line 24).
6Not counting atomic stores. Stores are atomic by default on many current platforms (e.g., Intel x86).
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1type p f t l o c k = record
2rin , rout : unsigned integer { i n i t i a l l y 0 }
3win , wout : unsigned integer { i n i t i a l l y 0 }
5const RINC = 0 x100 { r e a d e r i n c r e m e n t }
6const WBITS = 0x3 { w r i t e r b i t s in r i n }
7const PRES = 0x2 { w r i t e r p r e s e n t b i t }
8const PHID = 0x1 { p h a s e i d b i t }
10procedure read lock ( L : ˆ p f t l o c k )
11var w : unsigned integer ;
12w := fetch and add (&L−>r in , RINC) and WBITS ;
13await (w = 0) or (w 6= L−>r i n and WBITS)
15procedure read unlock ( L : ˆ p f t l o c k )
16atomic add(&L−>rout , RINC)
18procedure w r i t e l o c k ( L : ˆ p f t l o c k )
19var t i c k e t , w : unsigned integer ;
20t i c k e t := fetch and add (&L−>win , 1 ) ;
21await t i c k e t = L−>wout ;
22w := PRES or ( t i c k e t and PHID ) ;
23t i c k e t := fetch and add (&L−>r in , w) ;
24await t i c k e t = L−>rout
26procedure write unlock ( L : ˆ p f t l o c k )
27var l s b : ˆ unsigned byte ;
28l s b := &L−>r i n ;
29{ l s b ˆ = l e a s t −s i g n i f i c a n t b y t e o f L−>r i n }
30l s b ˆ := 0 ;
31L−>wout := L−>wout + 1
Listing 1: The ticket-based PF-T algorithm. This implementation assumes little-endian 32-bit
words. A PF-T lock requires 16 bytes.
Writers. Similarly to Mellor-Crummey and Scott’s simple task-fair RW lock (Mellor-Crummey
and Scott, 1991b), FIFO ordering of writers is realized with a ticket abstraction (Mellor-Crummey
and Scott, 1991a). The writer entry procedure (lines 18–24) starts by incrementing win in line 20
and waiting for all prior writers to release the lock (line 21). Once a writer is the head of the
writer queue (ticket = wout), it atomically sets PRES to one, sets PHID to equal the least-
significant bit of its ticket, and observes the number of issued read requests (lines 22–23). Note
that the least-significant byte of rin equals zero when observed in line 23 since no other writer
can be present. Finally, the writer spins until all readers have released the lock before entering
its critical section in line 24. The writer exit procedure consists of two steps. First, the beginning
of a reader phase is signaled by clearing bits 0–7 of rin by atomically writing zero to its least-
significant byte (lines 28–30). Clearing the complete least-significant byte instead of just bits
0 and 1 is a performance optimization since writing a byte is usually much faster than atomic
read-modify-write instructions on modern hardware architectures. Finally, the writer queue is







PHID: writer phase id
rin: reads issued count
rout: reads completed count
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Figure 6: The allocation of bits in the reader entry counter and the reader exit counter of the
PF-T algorithm (corresponding to line 2 of Listing 1).
Phase id bit. The purpose of PHID is to avoid a potential race between a slow reader (R1) and
two writers (W1, W2). Assume that W1 holds the lock and that R1 and W2 are blocked. When
W1 releases the lock, PRES is cleared (line 30) and wout is incremented (line 31). Subsequently,
W2 re-sets PRES (line 23) and waits for R1 to release the lock. In the absence of PHID, R1
could fail to observe the short window during which PRES is cleared and continue to spin in
line 13, waiting for the next writer phase to end. This deadlock between R1 and W2 is avoided
by checking PHID: if R1 misses the window between writers, it can still reliably detect the
beginning of a reader phase when PHID is toggled.
Correctness. If there are at most 232 − 1 concurrent writers and at most 224 − 1 concurrent
readers, then the PF-T lock ensures exclusion of readers and writers and mutual exclusion
among writers.7 Overflowing rin, win, rout, and wout is harmless because the counters are
only tested for equality: in order for two writers to enter their critical sections concurrently,
they must obtain the same ticket value. This is only possible if win wrapped around, i.e., if
more than 232 − 1 writers draw a ticket in between times that wout is incremented. Similarly,
a writer can only enter its critical section during a reader phase if there are at least 224 reads
in progress at the time that the writer set PRES. In order for a reader to enter during a writer
phase, either PHID would have to toggle or PRES would have to clear, which is only possible
if a writer becomes head of the writer queue while another writer is still executing its critical
section—which, as argued above, is impossible.
Liveness is guaranteed because all readers will eventually observe that the PHID bit was
toggled, and because a blocked writer will eventually observe that rout increased. PF-T locks
are phase-fair because readers cannot enter while a writer is spinning (as PRES is set in this
case), and because writers unblock all waiting readers both as part of the writer exit procedure
(by clearing PRES) and the writer entry procedure (by toggling PHID).









































Set PRES; toggle PHID;
take snapshot of rin.




Figure 7: An illustration of the reader and writer control flow in the PF-T algorithm. Directed
edges indicate control flow; bold arrows indicate communication, where solid arrows indicate
information flow from writers to readers and dashed arrows indicate information flow from
readers to writers. The linearization point for concurrent reader and writer arrivals is the up-
date of rin—if the reader increments rin before the writer sets PRES, then the reader enters first,
otherwise, if the writer first sets PRES before rin is incremented, then the writer precedes the
reader. (Recall from Figure 6 that the PRES bit is part of the rin word.) Deadlock between a
slow reader and a quickly-arriving writer is avoided by toggling PHID when setting PRES.
4.2 A Compact Phase-Fair Reader-Writer Lock
In Listing 1, rin, win, rout, and wout are each defined as four-byte integers. However, requiring
16 bytes per lock may be exces sive in the context of memory-constrained applications (e.g.,
embedded systems). To accomodate such constraints, we introduce the PF-C algorithm that
only requires 4 bytes and supports up to 127 concurrent readers and writers next. The PF-C
algorithm, which is given in its entirety in Listing 2, closely resembles the PF-T lock given in
Listing 1; we focus on the notable differences in the following discussion. Except for minor
details, the illustration of PF-T’s control flow (Figure 7) applies to PF-T as well.
Structure. The lock itself consists of only one 32-bit word (line 1). The four ticket counters
rin, rout, win, and wout are collapsed into four 7-bit-wide bit fields, as shown in Figure 8. The
four counters are separated by one bit each that serves as an overflow guard. Initialized to zero,
an overflow guard prevents an overflow in one counter from corrupting the adjacent counter—
of course, this requires the overflow guard to be reset before a second overflow can occur (as
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1type p f c l o c k = unsigned integer { i n i t i a l l y 0 }
3const WOUT SHIFT = 1 { l e a s t −s i g n i f i c a n t b i t o f wout }
4const WIN SHIFT = 9 { l e a s t −s i g n i f i c a n t b i t o f win }
5const RIN SHIFT = 17 { l e a s t −s i g n i f i c a n t b i t o f r i n }
6const ROUT SHIFT = 25 { l e a s t −s i g n i f i c a n t b i t o f r o u t }
7const MASK = 0 x7f { mask f o r r i n / win / r o u t / wout }
8const GUARD = 0x80 { mask f o r t h e o v e r f l o w guard b i t }
9const PRES = 0x1 { mask f o r PRES }
10const WBITS = 0x3 { mask f o r PRES and PHID }
12procedure read lock ( L : ˆ p f c l o c k )
13var t i c k e t , w : unsigned integer ;
14t i c k e t := fetch and add ( L , 1 shl RIN SHIFT ) ;
15i f ( ( t i c k e t shr RIN SHIFT ) and MASK) = MASK then
16atomic sub ( L , GUARD shl RIN SHIFT )
17end i f
18w := t i c k e t and WBITS ;
19await ( (w and PRES ) = 0) or (w 6= ( L ˆ and WBITS ) )
21procedure read unlock ( L : ˆ p f c l o c k )
22atomic add ( L , 1 shl ROUT SHIFT )
24procedure w r i t e l o c k ( L : ˆ p f c l o c k )
25var t i c k e t : unsigned integer ;
26t i c k e t := fetch and add ( L , 1 shl WIN SHIFT ) ;
27t i c k e t := ( t i c k e t shr WIN SHIFT ) and MASK;
28i f t i c k e t = MASK then
29atomic sub ( L , GUARD shl WIN SHIFT )
30end i f
31await t i c k e t = ( ( L ˆ shr WOUT SHIFT) and MASK) ;
32t i c k e t := fetch and add ( L , 1 ) ;
33t i c k e t := ( t i c k e t shr RIN SHIFT ) and MASK;
34await t i c k e t = ( ( L ˆ shr ROUT SHIFT ) and MASK)
36procedure write unlock ( L : ˆ p f c l o c k )
37i f ( ( L ˆ shr WOUT SHIFT) and MASK) = MASK then
38atomic sub ( L , (GUARD shl WOUT SHIFT) − 1)
39e lse
40atomic add ( L , 1 )
41end i f
Listing 2: The ticket-based PF-C algorithm. This implementation assumes little-endian 32-bit
words. A PF-C lock requires only 4 bytes.
discussed below).
The ticket counters are incremented with fetch-and-add, atomic-add, and atomic-sub8 oper-
ations in which the second argument, i.e., the value to be added/subtracted, has been shifted
by the offset of the to-be-updated ticket counter. The respective offsets are given in lines 3-6 of
8An atomic-sub instruction can be trivially emulated with an atomic-add instruction, thus the PF-C lock does
not require additional hardware support (compared to the requirements of the PF-T algorithm).
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Figure 8: The allocation of bits in a PF-C lock (corresponding to line 1 of Listing 2). The four
ticket counters rin, rout, win, and wout consist of only seven bits each and are separated by
overflow guards, i.e., bits that are otherwise unused and only employed to detect when each
counter wraps. Due to the limited size of the ticket counters, at most 127 readers and 127 writers
may issue requests concurrently. Note that PHID overlaps with the least-significant bit of wout.
(PRES does not overlap with any counter.)
Listing 2.
Similarly, the ticket counters are observed by reading the lock word and then shifting and
masking the observed value. The bit mask MASK (line 7 in Listing 2) corresponds to the width
of one counter (seven bits).
Compared to the PF-T bit allocation, the positions of the phase id bit, PHID, and the writer
present bit, PRES, are reversed in order to overlay PHID with the least-significant bit of wout—
since wout is only incremented at the end of each writer phase, the toggling of the least-significant
bit of wout implies the beginning of the next reader phase (if any readers are present). Thus, it
is unnecessary to allocate a bit exclusively for PHID.
Readers. The PF-C reader entry procedure (lines 12–19) implements the same steps as the PF-
T reader entry procedure: a reader T ji first atomically increases rin by one (subject to shifting,
line 13) and observes both writer bits (line 17), and then—if a writer is present—spins until a
writer bit toggles (line 18).
However, an additional step is required to avoid corrupting rout when rin overflows. If all
bits of rin were set before it was incremented, i.e., if all rin bits are set in T ji ’s ticket (line 15), then
T ji caused rin to overflow. Thus, rin’s overflow guard bit is set and must be reset before rin
overflows again. Clearing the overflow bit is accomplished by atomically subtracting GUARD
(after shifting it to rin’s position) from the lock word (line 16). As long as there are at most
127 concurrent readers, rin cannot overflow a second time before T ji has cleared the overflow
guard, thus this mechanism ensures that rin never corrupts rout.
The reader exit procedure is trivial: rout is simply incremented (lines 21–22). Since rout is
the left-most field, it can safely overflow without corrupting any other field. This allocation is
intentional—it enables a branch-free and short (and thus fast) reader exit path, which is likely
executed more frequently than the writer exit path.
Writers. In the first part of the writer entry procedure, a newly arriving writer increments win
(subject to shifting, line 26), extracts its ticket from the observed lock value (by shifting, line
27), checks for and corrects the overflow (if it occurred, lines 28–30), and then spins until all
previous writes have completed (line 31).
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Once a writer has become the head of the writer queue, it blocks newly arriving readers from
entering their critical sections by setting PRES—since PRES is the first bit in the lock word, this
is simply done by atomically adding one to the lock value (line 32). The writer then waits for
all readers to exit by waiting for rout to equal rin’s observed value at the time of setting PRES
(lines 33-34).
Conceptually, the writer exit procedure (lines 36–41) has to accomplish three goals: PRES
must be cleared, wout must be incremented, and overflowing wout must be avoided (or cor-
rected). Since wout is allocated directly after PRES, it is possible to combine all three into one
atomic update. Note that wout is never updated concurrently,9 hence a possible overflow can be
detected before it is updated (lines 37). First consider the case that wout does not overflow (i.e.,
the else-branch in lines 39–41). In this case, it is sufficient to clear PRES and increment wout.
Since PRES, which is the least-significant bit of the lock word, is known to be set, both can be
accomplished by adding one to the lock word—the addition will carry into wout and PRES will
be cleared.
If incrementing wout does cause an overflow, then wout’s overflow guard must be cleared
by subtracting GUARD (shifted to wout’s position) after updating PRES and wout. Since 1 −
GUARD = −(GUARD − 1), both updates can be combined into one atomic subtraction (line
38). The overflow guard between win and wout is thus unused, but cannot be allocated to either
win or wout since they must be of equal size.
Correctness. Similar to PF-T locks, since all counters are seven bit wide (and possible over-
flow is handled in both reader and writer paths), PF-C locks are correct if there are at most
28 − 1 concurrent readers and writers each.10 PF-C locks implement the same control flow as
PF-T locks and hence are also phase-fair.
4.3 A Queue-Based Phase-Fair Reader-Writer Lock
Mellor-Crummey and Scott showed in their seminal work on efficient spin-based synchroniza-
tion that it is possible to implement both task-fair mutex and RW locks as queue locks such that
spinning causes only a constant number of cache invalidations, i.e., with O(1) RMR complexity,
irrespective of the number of processors (Mellor-Crummey and Scott, 1991a,b).
In a queue lock, a blocking job enqueues a queue node in a linked list prior to spinning on a
flag in the queue node. Thus, since each spinning job spins on a private location, it will only
incur a cache invalidation when it is unblocked.11
In contrast, under the PF-T algorithm, a spinning reader may incur up to m cache invali-
dations since subsequently arriving readers atomically update rin, which causes the cache line
holding rin to be evicted from the caches of all spinning readers. Similarly, a writer may in-
cur up to m cache invalidations in total while spinning either on wout or rout. Further, under
the PF-C algorithm, all readers and writers modify the same word, hence a spinning job may
9However, other bitfields in the lock word may still be updated concurrently due to reader and writer arrivals,
thus—in contrast to the PF-T algorithm—all updates must be atomic.
10Note that bits can be re-allocated from win and wout to rin and rout to enable higher reader counters, albeit at
the expense of reduced writer counts.
11We assume familiarity with queue lock implementation techniques—see (Anderson et al., 2003) for a survey.
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incur up to 2m cache invalidations.12 Thus, both PF-T and PF-C locks are only of O(m) RMR
complexity.
We show how spin queues can be applied to reduce RMR complexity under phase-fair locks
next. The resulting PF-Q algorithm is given in Listings 3 and 4.
Structure. From a high level, the PF-Q algorithm resembles the PF-T algorithm: readers are
tracked by the rin and rout counters (line 14 in Listing 3), and are blocked from entering their
critical sections by setting the PRES bit in rin (line 3). The key difference is that instead of spin-
ning on the lock state itself, blocked jobs enqueue themselves into reader and writer queues.
There are three such queues: a writer queue and two reader queues. The pointer wtail (line
17) holds the address of the last writer’s queue node, or has the value NIL (line 6) if no writer
is present. The pointer whead (line 17) holds the address of the head of the writer queue’s node
if said writer is blocked by a reader phase. There are two reader queues, pointed to by rtail[0]
and rtail[1] (line 16), corresponding to the two possible values of the phase id bit in rin (line 2).
Each rtail pointer can assume two special values: NIL, which signals that arriving readers may
proceed, and WAIT (line 7), which signals that arriving readers should spin.
A notable difference to PF-T locks is that the PRES bit is set by writers in both rin and rout,
with differing semantics. If PRES is set in rin, then readers are not allowed to enter their critical
sections and must spin. If PRES is set in rout, then a writer is awaiting the end of a reader
phase and the last exiting reader must unblock the spinning writer. Since readers may leave
their critical sections in an order different from the arrival sequence, the last reader can only be
identified when it updates rout. For this purpose, the variable last holds the value that rout will
assume once the reader phase has ended (as discussed below).
Readers. Arriving readers start by making their presence known and observe PRES by incre-
menting rin (line 22). If PRES is set, then the reader must block (line 23). To do so, it determines
the current phase id (either zero or one, line 24), initializes its queue node (line 25), and appends
its queue node onto the end of the reader queue corresponding to the current phase by atom-
ically exchanging the tail pointer (line 26). The queue update yields prev, which is either the
address of the predecessor’s queue node, WAIT if the queue was empty, or NIL if the blocking
writer phase ended in the mean time, i.e., after PRES was observed.
In the non-NIL case (lines 28–31), the reader spins on its private blocked flag (line 28)—the
reader has made its presence known, and thus can simply wait until it is notified of the end
of the blocking writer phase. Once unblocked, it checks whether it is the head of the reader
queue (line 29)—if not, it notifies its predecessor by clearing the corresponding blocked flag
before entering its critical section. Note that, in contrast to the task-fair queue lock presented
in (Mellor-Crummey and Scott, 1991b), readers are unblocked from tail to head.
If prev equals NIL (lines 32–36), then the arriving reader raced with an exiting writer and
observed rin before PRES was cleared. In this case, the reader must proceed to enter its critical
section since the writer has already exited. However, additional readers may have observed
PRES, enqueued themselves onto the reader queue, and entered the non-NIL case—and thus
12As modern architectures with cache line sizes of less than 16 bytes are rare, a spinning job may likely incur up
to 2m cache invalidations under PF-T locks in practice, too.
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1const RINC = 0 x100 { r e a d e r i n c r e m e n t }
2const PHID = 0x1 { p h a s e i d b i t }
3const PRES = 0x2 { w r i t e r p r e s e n t b i t }
4const WMSK = 0x3 { w r i t e r b i t s in r i n / r o u t }
5const TMSK = not WMSK { r e a d e r t i c k e t b i t s in r i n / r o u t }
6const NIL { NIL and WAIT a r e two a d d r e s s− l i k e v a l u e s }
7const WAIT { t h a t a r e d i s t i n c t from any l e g a l a d d r e s s }
9type pfq node = record
10next : ˆwnode { i n i t i a l l y 0 }
11blocked : boolean { i n i t i a l l y f a l s e }
13type pfq lock = record
14rin , rout : unsigned integer { i n i t i a l l y 0 }
15l a s t : unsigned integer { i n i t i a l l y 0 }
16r t a i l : array [ 0 . . 1 ] of ˆ pfq node { i n i t i a l l y [ NIL , NIL ] }
17wtai l , whead : ˆ pfq node { i n i t i a l l y NIL }
19procedure s t a r t r e a d ( L : ˆ p fq lock ; I : ˆ pfq node )
20var t i c k e t , phase : unsigned integer ;
21var prev : ˆ pfq node ;
22t i c k e t := fetch and add (&L−>r in , RINC ) ;
23i f ( t i c k e t and PRES ) = PRES then
24phase := t i c k e t and PHID ;
25I−>blocked := t rue ;
26prev := f e t c h a n d s t o r e (&L−>r t a i l [ phase ] , I ) ;
27i f prev 6= NIL then
28await not I−>blocked ;
29i f prev 6= WAIT then
30prev−>blocked := f a l s e
31end i f
32e lse
33prev := f e t c h a n d s t o r e (&L−>r t a i l [ phase ] , NIL ) ;




39procedure end read ( L : ˆ p fq lock ; I : ˆ pfq node )
40var t i c k e t : unsigned integer ;
41t i c k e t := fetch and add (&L−>rout , RINC ) ;
42i f ( t i c k e t and PRES ) = PRES and
43( t i c k e t and TMSK) = L−>l a s t − 1 then
44L−>whead−>blocked := f a l s e
45end i f
Listing 3: The queue-based PF-Q algorithm—type declarations and reader entry and exit pro-
cedures.
may be waiting to be unblocked (line 28). To avoid deadlock in this case, the reader that ob-
served (and replaced) NIL must restore rtail[phase] (line 33) and unblock the job at the tail of
the reader queue (line 34). Note that the waiting readers propagate the update to the head of
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46procedure s t a r t w r i t e ( L : ˆ p fq lock ; I : ˆ pfq node )
47var phase , t i c k e t , e x i t : unsigned integer
48var prev : ˆ pfq node ;
49prev := f e t c h a n d s t o r e (&L−>wtai l , I ) ;
50i f prev 6= NIL then
51I−>blocked := t rue ;
52prev−>next := I ;
53await not I−>blocked ;
54end i f
55I−>blocked := t rue ;
56L−>whead := I ;
57phase := L−>r i n and PHID ;
58L−>r t a i l [ phase ] := WAIT;
59t i c k e t := fetch and add (&L−>r in , PRES ) ;
60t i c k e t := t i c k e t and TMSK;
61L−>l a s t := t i c k e t ;
62e x i t := fetch and add (&L−>rout , PRES ) ;
63e x i t := e x i t and TMSK;
64i f e x i t 6= t i c k e t then
65await not I−>blocked ;
66end i f
68procedure end write ( L : ˆ p fq lock ; I : ˆ pfq node )
69var phase : unsigned integer ;
70var l s b : ˆ unsigned byte ;
71var prev : ˆ pfq node ;
72L−>rout := L−>rout and TMSK;
73phase := L−>r i n and PHID ;
74l s b := &L−>r i n ;
75{ l s b ˆ = l e a s t −s i g n i f i c a n t b y t e o f L−>r i n }
76l s b ˆ := ( phase + 1) and PHID ;
77prev := f e t c h a n d s t o r e (&L−>r t a i l [ phase ] , NIL ) ;
78i f prev 6= WAIT then
79prev−>blocked := f a l s e ;
80end i f
81i f I−>next 6= NIL or not
82compare and swap(&L−>wtai l , I , NIL ) then
83await I−>next 6= NIL ;
84end i f
85i f I−>next 6= NIL then
86I−>next−>blocked := f a l s e ;
87end i f
Listing 4: The queue-based PF-Q algorithm—writer entry and exit procedures.
the queue. Note also that the head of the queue is the job that observed NIL, thus it is already
aware of the end of the blocking writer phase. However, the head must still wait for its blocked
flag to be toggled before entering its critical section (line 35) because otherwise its successor, if
sufficiently delayed, could access I after it has been deallocated.13 (If there are no successors,
then prev = I, and thus blocked = false due to the update in line 34.)
13Queue nodes are commonly allocated on the stack, hence delayed writes must be avoided.
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As in the previous two phase-fair locks, exiting readers increment the rout counter (line 41).
In the PF-T and PF-C locks, the writer spins by comparing wout with its snapshot of rin—this,
of course, can cause repeated cache invalidations. Thus, a different approach for detecting the
end of a reader phase is required: if the PRES bit is set in rout (line 42), then the head of the
writer queue is waiting to be unblocked by the last exiting reader (and the whead pointer is
valid). To reliably identify the last reader, the writer records its snapshot of rin in last. Thus,
each exiting reader can test whether it is the last reader (line 43),14 and if so, unblock the waiting
writer (line 44).
Writers. Lines 49–55 of the writer entry procedure and lines 81–87 of the writer exit proce-
dure incorporate Mellor-Crummey and Scott’s mutex queue lock (Mellor-Crummey and Scott,
1991a) to ensure FIFO queueing of writers: an arriving writer appends its queue node to the
writer queue (line 49), updates its predecessor’s next pointer (if any, lines 50–52), and then spins
until unblocked (line 51). Symmetrically, an exiting writer removes itself from the writer queue
(lines 81–84) and unblocks its successor (line 85–87).
Once a writer is at the head of the writer queue (line 55), it stores the address of its queue
node in whead (line 56), determines the phase id (line 57), and initializes the corresponding
reader queue (line 58). Then it stops newly-arriving readers from entering their critical sections
by setting PRES in rin (line 59). The observed value of rin is stored in last to make it available
to readers (as discussed above, line 61). Then it sets PRES in rout to make the presence of a
blocked writer known to exiting readers. While setting PRES, the writer also observes rout—
blocking is only necessary if rout is not equal the previously-observed value of rin, otherwise
all earlier-arrived readers have already finished their respective critical sections (lines 64–65).
An exiting writer first clears the PRES bit in rout (line 72), which can be done non-atomically
since no concurrent reader exists. Next, it initiates the next reader phase. First, it enables newly-
arriving readers to enter their critical sections by clearing the PRES bit in rin (lines 73–76). This
is accomplished by writing the next phase id to the least-significant byte of rin to avoid the use
of an atomic fetch-and-modify instruction (i.e., PHID is toggled, line 76). Finally, any spinning
readers are unblocked by storing NIL in the rtail poiner corresponding to the ending writer
phase (line 77) and clearing the blocked flag of the tail node (if any, lines 78–79).
Correctness. Mutual exclusion of writers results from the use of Mellor-Crummey and Scott’s
task-fair mutex queue lock. Readers cannot enter during a writer phase since PRES is not
cleared until the writer exits. Liveness for writers is ensured because they atomically check rout
and make their presence known to readers. Liveness for readers is ensured because the use of
two special values (NIL and WAIT) allows races between exiting writers and entering readers to
be detected and corrected. Readers that are still in the process of propagating the start of a new
reader phase through the reader queue do not interfere with the next head of the writer queue
because the value of PHID alternates between writers. PF-Q locks have O(1) RMR complexity
because neither readers nor writers spin on shared lock state.
In this section, we have shown that phase-fair locks can be implemented efficiently on com-
mon hardware platforms. We report on the results of an implementa-tion-based performance
study of the considered RW lock choices next.
14Since ticket holds the value of rout before it was incremented, it is compared against last − 1.
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5 Implementation and Evaluation
To compare the various synchronization options discussed above, we determined the HRT and
SRT schedulability of randomly-generated task sets under both partitioned and global schedul-
ing assuming the use of task-fair mutex, task-fair RW, and phase-fair RW group locks. The
methodology followed in this study, and our results, are discussed below.
5.1 Test Platform
In order to capture the impact (or lack thereof) of RW synchronization as accurately as possible,
we conducted our study under consideration of real-world system overheads as incurred in
LITMUSRT, UNC’s Linux-derived real-time OS (Brandenburg et al., 2007; Calandrino et al.,
2006), on a Sun UltraSPARC T1 “Niagara” multicore platform.
The Niagara is a 64-bit machine containing eight cores on one chip clocked at 1.2 GHz.
Each core supports four hardware threads, for a total of 32 logical processors. These hardware
threads are real-time-friendly because each core distributes cycles in a round-robin manner—in
the worst case, a hardware thread can utilize every fourth cycle. On-chip caches include a 16K
(resp., 8K) four-way set associative L1 instruction (resp., data) cache per core, and a shared,
unified 3 MB 12-way set associative L2 cache. Our test system is configured with 16 GB of
off-chip main memory.
While the Niagara is clearly not an embedded systems processor, it is nonetheless an attrac-
tive platform for forward-looking real-time systems research. Its power-friendly combination
of many simple and slow cores, predictable hardware multi-threading, and a small shared cache
is likely indicative of future processor designs targeting computationally-demanding embed-
ded systems.15 Thus, we believe any limitations exposed on the enterprise-class Niagara today
to be of value as guidance to future embedded system designs. However, note that specific re-
sults, as with all implementation-based studies, directly apply only to the tested configuration.
5.2 Implemented Locks
After evaluating the bounds on worst-case blocking (see Appendix A), we chose to omit both
reader and writer preference locks from our implementation-based performance study—due
to extensive blocking, preference locks are not a competitive choice even if overheads are dis-
counted. This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 9, which shows the average number of requests
contributing to each task’s arrival blocking bound under G-EDF as a function of increasing
contention. While jobs under task-fair mutex locks are blocked by at most m = 32 requests
upon release, and even fewer requests under both task-fair and phase-fair RW locks, arrival
blocking grows unboundedly under both preference lock types, and especially so under reader
preference locks—at one request per resource per millisecond, the number of arrival blocking
requests under reader preference locks is over seven times larger than under task-fair mutex
locks. Thus, preference locks are not a viable choice for real-time systems that require a priori
bounds on worst-case blocking delays.
15Similarly, 32-bit processors with L2 caches and speeds in excess of 100 MHz, once firmly associated with
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Figure 9: Average arrival blocking in terms of the number of blocking requests as a function
of contention under each group lock choice (the curves for task-fair and phase-fair RW locks
coincide). Note that under task-fair mutex, arrival blocking does not exceed m = 32, and that
arrival blocking under both task-fair and phase-fair RW locks is less than under task-fair mutex
locks. Due to starvation, arrival blocking under both reader and writer preference locks quickly
exceeds m and never compares favorably to task-fair mutex locks. This graph corresponds the
the Single Read and Single Write columns in Table 1 since arrival blocking is determined in large
parts by the bound on worst-case blocking of a single request. (See Section 5.3 for a discussion
of the experimental setup.)
Implementation efficiency. As discussed in Section 4, lock performance strongly depends on
the underlying hardware characteristics and cannot in general be predicted without measur-
ing actual implementations. Thus, in order to realize group locks efficiently, we implemented
optimized versions of two local-spin mutex locks and two local-spin RW locks proposed by
Mellor-Crummey and Scott (Mellor-Crummey and Scott, 1991a,b), as well as our phase-fair
RW ticket and queue locks, in LITMUSRT. As seen in Table 2, these locks are denoted MX-T,
MX-Q, TF-T, TF-Q, PF-T, and PF-Q respectively.
We implemented each lock on both Intel’s x86 and Sun’s SPARC V9 architectures. Intel’s
x86 architecture supports atomic-add and fetch-and-add directly via the add and xadd instruc-
tions. On Sun’s SPARC V9 architecture, a RISC-like design, only compare-and-swap is natively
supported and hence both instructions are emulated. In the following, we focus on the imple-
mentations specific to the Niagara, but note that similar trends similar to those discussed below
were also observed on x86-based systems.
Recall that lock algorithms are commonly classified by their RMR complexity (Anderson
et al., 2003)—in theory, O(1) locks, e.g., MX-Q, TF-Q, and PF-Q, should outperform O(m) locks,
e.g., MX-T, TF-T, and PF-T, since frequent cache invalidations cause memory bus contention.
To test this assumption, we implemented a micro benchmark in which a configurable num-
ber of processors access a few shared variables—protected by one lock—repeatedly in a tight
loop. The loop was configured via two parameters: wratio, which determined the fraction of
updates, and delay, which determined the time between consecutive requests of one proces-
sor such that each processor spent approximately 1
1+delay
of the total execution time in critical
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Algorithm Name Complexity
Task-Fair Mutex Ticket Lock (Mellor-Crummey and Scott, 1991a) MX-T O(m)
Task-Fair Mutex Queue Lock (Mellor-Crummey and Scott, 1991a) MX-Q O(1)
Task-Fair RW Ticket Lock (Mellor-Crummey and Scott, 1991b) TF-T O(m)
Task-Fair RW Queue Lock (Mellor-Crummey and Scott, 1991b) TF-Q O(1)
Phase-Fair RW Ticket Lock (Listing 1) PF-T O(m)
Phase-Fair RW Queue Lock (Listings 3 and 4) PF-Q O(1)
Linux RW Lock (version 2.6.24) LX —
Table 2: Locking algorithms considered in this paper. The complexity metric is remote memory
references onm cache-coherent processors. Linux’s RW lock implementation resembles a writer
preference lock but does not offer strong progress guarantees; it serves only as a baseline for
implementation performance.
sections. We varied the number of processors from 2, . . . , 32 for each combination of wratio ∈
{0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.35} and delay ∈ {1, . . . , 10} and recorded the time required for each proces-
sor to (concurrently) execute 200,000 loop iterations (after an initial warm-up phase) for each of
the locks listed in Table 2.
Figures 10 and 11 show the measured results on our Niagara for wratio = 0.1 and delay = 2,
i.e., each processor spent about 33% of the execution time trying to access shared variables. Fig-
ure 10 shows comparisons of a ticket-based to a queue-based implementation of task-fair mu-
tex, task-fair RW, and phase-fair RW group locks respectively. Figure 11 shows the same data,
however the curves are grouped differently to allow a comparison of all considered queue locks
in inset (a), and all considered ticket locks in inset (b). Further, each inset also shows Linux’s
RW lock implementation as a baseline. Each graph shows the average critical section length
(including synchronization overhead) normalized by the average critical section length if no
locks are acquired, e.g., a value of 1.5 means that 50% overhead was caused by synchronization.
These graphs reveal several trends:
• none of the queue locks is preferable to its ticket-based counterpart, even under unrealis-
tically high levels of contention (e.g., see Figure 10);
• the gap between queue locks and ticket locks widens until about 20 processors contend
for shared variables, and narrows afterwards as the reduced bus contention starts to pay
off for queue locks with increasing contention;
• queue lock competitiveness decreases with increasing delay, i.e., decreasing contention,
since processors spend less time spinning (which queue locks are optimized for) and the
lock entry and exit overhead is emphasized (which is high in queue locks, due to their
complexity);
• mutex locks match (MX-Q) or outperform (MX-T) Linux’s RW lock if at most four proces-
sors contend since mutex locks have a simpler (and thus more efficient) implementation,
but throughput quickly deteriorates due to the lack of reader parallelism (e.g., see Fig-













































































Figure 10: Graphs showing the average critical section lengths as a function of the number of
contending processors on a Sun Niagara multicore processor. The measured average length is
normalized with respect to the measured average length if synchronization is disabled. Com-
parison of (a) mutex locks; (b) task-fair RW locks; and (c) phase-fair RW locks. Each graph
also shows the performance of Linux’s RW lock implementation (which does not offer strong
progress guarantees) as a baseline. See Table 2 for a list of the considered lock types.
• of the tested RW locks, only the PF-T, TF-T, and PF-Q locks outperform Linux’s RW
implementation, and only under high contention, i.e., starting at around 10–17 processors
(see insets (b) and (c) of Figure 10);
• PF-T is the only tested RW lock that performs at least as well as Linux’s RW implementa-
tion for all processor counts (e.g., see Figures 10(c) and 11); and






















































Figure 11: Graphs showing the average critical section lengths as a function of the number of
contending processors on a Sun Niagara multicore processor. The measured average length is
normalized with respect to the measured average length if synchronization is disabled. Com-
parison of (a) all considered queue locks; and (b) all considered ticket locks. Each graph
also shows the performance of Linux’s RW lock implementation (which does not offer strong
progress guarantees) as a baseline. See Table 2 for a list of the considered lock types.
processor counts (e.g., see inset (c) of Figure 10).
We attribute the good performance of both phase-fair locks to their simplicity, and especially so
in the case of the PF-Q lock, which has significantly simpler queue handling requirements than
the TF-Q lock.
The observed competitiveness of mutex locks if at most four processors contend likely ben-
efits from a peculiarity of our test platform, which realizes the first four logical processors as
hardware threads of the same physical core—execution is thus implicitly serialized and the L1
cache is shared among all contending processors.
Conclusions. It should be noted that this micro benchmark is limited in scope and that the
observed trends do not necessarily extend to other platforms (e.g., queue locks may be more
competitive on platforms with non-uniform memory access costs) or other workloads (e.g., per-
formance differences may be marginal if critical sections are very long or if the majority of the
critical sections are writes).
For the purpose of this paper, however, our results (e.g., Figure 10) show that—on our test
platform, and for short critical sections—none of the queue locks are preferable to their ticket-
based counter-parts under even unrealistically high levels of contention, and incur significantly
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higher overheads if only few processors contend. This is because queue locks require more
atomic compare-and-swap instructions than their ticket counterparts, and atomic operations
execute very slowly on our test platform (and most other architectures in widespread use) due
to architectural atomicity and cache-consistency issues that are beyond the scope of this paper.
Thus, while ticket-based locks are of asymptotically higher RMR complexity, they are preferable
on real hardware due to lower constant factors.
To summarize, the positive effect of O(1) RMR complexity (i.e., reduced bus traffic) only
starts to outweigh the associated increased entry and exit overhead at unrealistic contention
levels, i.e., accesses to shared resources must comprise more than 33% of each processor’s load
in order to break even (e.g., see the curves for PF-T and PF-Q in Figure 10(c), where delay = 2),
which we consider rather unlikely to occur in well-designed real-time systems.
Hence, we focus exclusively on the MX-T, TF-T, and PF-T locks throughout the remainder
of this paper, as their queue-based counter-parts are subject to identical blocking analysis (re-
spectively) but incur higher overheads, and thus cannot possibly yield higher schedulability.
Having selected the algorithms to evaluate, we describe our experimental setup in detail next.
5.3 Task Set Generation
When generating random task sets for conducting schedulability comparisons, task parameters
were selected—similar to the approach previously used in (Brandenburg and Anderson, 2008;
Brandenburg et al., 2008a,b)—as follows. In the main study, task utilizations were distributed
uniformly over [0.1, 0.4], periods were chosen from [10ms,100ms], and task were assumed to
have implicit deadlines, i.e., p(Ti) = d(Ti). We selected these parameter ranges because they
correspond to the “medium weight distribution” previously considered in (Brandenburg et al.,
2008a). We consider the impact of allowing shorter and longer periods, higher task utilizations,
and constrained deadlines in Section 5.8. Task execution costs were calculated based on utiliza-
tions and periods. Periods were defined to be integral, but execution costs may be non-integral.
Task sets were obtained by generating tasks until a utilization cap (ucap) was reached.
5.4 Resource Sharing
Resources and requests were generated based on four parameters. The total number of gener-
ated tasks N and the average number of resources per task (res) was used to determine the total
number of resources R = N · res. Based on R and the average number of requests per resource per
second (contention), the total request density Q = R · contention was computed. Note that request
density is a normalized measure similar to task utilization and not necessarily integral. Q was
further split based on the ratio of write requests (wratio) into write density, Qw = Q · wratio, and
read density, Qr = Q · (1− wratio).
In the next step, we generated read (write) requests and randomly assigned them to tasks
until the total request density of the generated read (write) requests equaled Qr (Qw). Request
density is the normalized rate at which a request is issued.16 Based on the nesting probability
16We generated sporadic request patterns, as described in detail in Appendix A. If every kth job of Ti issues a
request X for a particular resource, then X has a density of 1000msp(Ti)·k . The factor of 1000ms is due to the use of one
second as the normalization interval. We chose k = 1 unless that would have exceeded Qr (Qw). Larger values of
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Overhead Worst-Case Average-Case
MX-T: read/write request 0.130 µs 0.129 µs
TF-T: read request 0.160 µs 0.157 µs
TF-T: write request 0.154 µs 0.153 µs
PF-T: read request 0.144 µs 0.142 µs
PF-T: write request 0.180 µs 0.178 µs
leaving non-preemptive section 2.137 µs 1.570 µs
Table 3: Worst-case and average-case synchronization overheads. Based on the methodology
explained in detail in (Brandenburg et al., 2008a), the results were obtained by computing the
maximum (resp. average) cost of 1,000,000 requests after discarding the top 1% to remove
samples that were disturbed by interrupts and other outliers.
(nest), each request contained d levels of nested requests with a probability of nestd. Resource
groups as mandated by the FMLP were computed during request generation. Due to the ran-
domized assignment of requests, jobs of some tasks may not request resources at all, and jobs
of some tasks may both read and write the same resource. However, we ensured that each
resource is requested by at least one writer and one reader that are not identical. The duration
of requests was distributed uniformly in [1.0µs, 15.0µs]. This range was chosen to correspond
to request durations considered in prior studies on mutex synchronization (Brandenburg and
Anderson, 2008; Brandenburg et al., 2008b), which in turn were based on durations observed
in actual systems (Brandenburg and Anderson, 2007). The effect of allowing longer durations
is discussed in Section 5.8.
5.5 Overheads
We used task-centric interrupt accounting to accommodate job release overhead (Branden-
burg et al., 2009). Other system and synchronization overheads were accounted for by inflat-
ing worst-case execution costs and the durations of outermost requests using standard tech-
niques (Liu, 2000). Most relevant system overheads (e.g., scheduling overhead, context-switch
overhead, etc.) were already known from a recent study (Brandenburg et al., 2008a) and did
not have to be re-determined. Only synchroniza-tion-related overheads had to be obtained
and are given in Table 3. When determining HRT (SRT) schedulability, we assumed worst-case
(average-case) overheads, as previously done in (Brandenburg et al., 2008a).
Since research on timing analysis has not matured to the point of being able to analyze
complex interactions between tasks due to atomic operations, bus locking, and bus and cache
contention, overheads must be determined experimentally. As such, one should not consider
these overhead values to accurately represent “true” worst case values. Since the focus of this
paper is not worst-case timing analysis, and since these overhead figures are only used as an
approximate notion of implementation efficiency, we consider this to be an acceptable tradeoff.
k are common for low wratios.
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5.6 Schedulability Tests
After a task system was generated and all overheads accounted for, its schedulability assuming
MX-T, TF-T, and PF-T group locks was tested as follows. Per-task bounds on worst-case block-
ing were computed as explained in Appendix A, and each task’s worst-case execution cost was
inflated to account for the corresponding utilization loss due to spinning.
Under G-EDF, a task system was deemed SRT schedulable if the total utilization after infla-
tion did not exceed m = 32 (Devi and Anderson, 2008). Determining whether a task system is
HRT-schedulable under G-EDF is more involved. There are now five major sufficient (but not
necessary) HRT schedulability tests for G-EDF (Baker, 2003; Baruah, 2007; Bertogna et al., 2005,
2009; Goossens et al., 2003). Interestingly, for each of these tests, there exist task sets that are
deemed schedulable by it but not the others (Baruah, 2007; Bertogna et al., 2009). Thus, a task
system was deemed HRT schedulable under G-EDF if it passed at least one of these five tests.
Under P-EDF, a task system was deemed schedulable if it could be partitioned using the
worst-fit decreasing heuristic and the utilization after inflation did not exceed one on any proces-
sor (Liu and Layland, 1973). Note that partitioning must precede the blocking-term calculation.
Note also that HRT and SRT schedulablity under P-EDF is the same except for the use of worst-
case versus average-case overheads.
5.7 Study
In our study, we assessed SRT/HRT schedulability under both G-EDF and P-EDF while vary-
ing each of the following five task set generation parameters (as described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4
above):
• the total utilization cap, ucap ∈ [1.0, 32.0],
• the average number of requests per resource per second, contention ∈ [50, 1050],
• the ratio of write requests, wratio ∈ [0.01, 0.5],
• the probability of nested requests, nest ∈ [0.0, 0.5], and
• the average number of resources per task, res ∈ [0.1, 7.0].
While varying one parameter (i.e., dimension), we chose constant values for all other parame-
ters in order to obtain two-dimensional graphs. Thus, each of the above parameters was varied
over its stated range for all possible choices of the other parameters arising from
• ucap ∈ {9.0, 12.0, 15.0} for HRT and ucap ∈ {15.0, 18.0, 21.0} for SRT,
• contention ∈ {100, 250, 400},
• wratio ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.35},
• nest ∈ {0.0, 0.05, 0.2, 0.35}, and
• res ∈ {0.5, 2.0, 3.5},
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under both SRT and HRT and both G-EDF and P-EDF scheduling.
For example, consider the scenario depicted in Figure 12(a). To obtain said graph, task
sets were randomly generated as described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 assuming contention = 400,
wratio = 0.2, nest = 0.0, and res = 3.5 while sampling different values of ucap in the range from
1.0 to 32.0.
Sampling points were chosen such that the sampling density is high in areas where curves
change rapidly. For each sampling point, we generated (and tested for schedulability) 50 task
sets, for a total of over 1,600,000 tested task sets.
Trends. It is clearly not feasible to present all 2,592 resulting graphs. However, the results
show clear trends. We begin by making some general observations concerning these trends.
Below, we consider a few specific graphs that support our observations.
In the majority of the tested scenarios, PF-T locks were the best-performing algorithm. MX-
T locks were preferable in some of the tested scenarios involving high write ratios (as discussed
below).
Due to the wide range of parameter values considered, some parameter combinations did
not exhibit discernible trends since they were either “too easy” (low contention, res, ucap) or
“too hard” (high ucap, contention, wratio, nest). In these scenarios, either (almost) all or none
of the task sets were schedulable regardless of the group lock type, or synchronization per-
formance did not significantly affect schedulability—this occurred mostly when varying ucap
under G-EDF, since G-EDF suffers from limited HRT schedulability even when tasks are in-
dependent (Brandenburg et al., 2008a). Where RW synchronization was clearly preferable to
mutual exclusion, TF-T locks never outperformed PF-T locks.
Generally speaking, PF-T locks were usually more resilient to increases in contention, res,
ucap, nest, and wratio, i.e., they exhibited higher schedulability than the other two choices under
increasingly adverse conditions. Hence, it is more illuminating to consider the two exceptions:
(i) under which conditions are MX-T locks preferable to PF-T locks (and why), and (ii) under
which conditions do TF-T locks perform as well as PF-T locks? Regarding (i), all cases exhibit
a combination of high request density, deep and frequent nesting, and many writers (wratio ≥
0.25). Hence, writer blocking, which is not improved by RW locks, becomes the dominating
performance factor. This explains why PF-T (and TF-T) locks do not perform better than MX-
T locks in some cases, but why do PF-T locks sometime perform worse? The reason is that
PF-T locks incur higher arrival blocking in the presence of frequent writes (discussed below),
whereas TF-T locks degrade only to mutex-like behavior.
The answer to (ii) reinforces the intuition that task-fair locks are very sensitive to the number
of concurrent writers: all scenarios in which TF-T locks perform as well as PF-T locks (and in
which RW synchronization is preferable to mutual exclusion) exhibit a very low write density
(wratio = 0.05). However, the inverse is not true: there are scenarios in which PF-T locks clearly
perform better than TF-T locks (in terms of schedulability) where wratio = 0.05.
Example graphs. Figures 12–20 display graphs corresponding to 15 selected scenarios that
illustrate the above trends. Each of the Figures 12–16 shows two graphs with superior PF-T
performance for each of the five parameters that we varied. In order to show a wide variety
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Figure 12: Schedulability as a function of task system utilization (ucap). (a) Hard schedula-
bility (zero tardiness under worst-case overheads) under P-EDF; and (b) soft schedulability
(bounded tardiness under average-case overheads) under G-EDF. The y-axis gives the fraction
of successfully-scheduled task sets. The considered scenario is indicated above each graph.
ures 12–16) and one SRT schedulability result under G-EDF (inset (b) in Figures 12–16) for each
parameter. Further, Figures 17–20 illustrate scenarios with degraded PF-T performance. For
presentation purposes, the selected example graphs have been plotted using Gnuplot’s Bezier
interpolation.
Figure 12 shows schedulability as a function of ucap. In both insets, PF-T locks yield sig-
nificantly better schedulability: in inset (a), under P-EDF with 20% writes and no resource
nesting, performance starts to degrade under MX-T and TF-T locks at ucap ≈ 8 and ucap ≈ 10
(resp.), whereas PF-T locks can sustain high schedulability until ucap ≈ 16—a 100% improve-
ment over MX-T locks. Similarly, in inset (b), under G-EDF with 10% writes and some nesting
(nest = 0.05), PF-T locks achieve 90% schedulability until ucap ≈ 14, whereas TF-T quickly
starts to degrade already at ucap ≈ 8.
Figure 13 shows schedulability as a function of contention. For both P-EDF and G-EDF, PF-T
locks can sustain almost twice as much contention as MX-T locks before performance degrades.
This highlights the significance of the PF-T lock’s O(1) bound on read blocking under high
contention. While TF-T locks offer some advantage over MX-T locks, they can support only
about 60% of the contention that PF-T locks support. Thus, under conditions favorable to RW
locks (no nesting, moderate wratio), PF-T locks exhibit better scalability. Note that scenarios
exist in which PF-T locks do not significantly decrease in performance until 1050 requests per
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Figure 13: Schedulability as a function of the average requests per resource per second
(contention). (a) Hard schedulability (zero tardiness under worst-case overheads) under P-
EDF; and (b) soft schedulability (bounded tardiness under average-case overheads) under G-
EDF. The y-axis gives the fraction of successfully-scheduled task sets. The considered scenario
is indicated above each graph.
Figure 14 shows schedulability as a function of wratio under conditions that are favorable to
RW locks. Under both P-EDF and G-EDF, schedulability is virtually zero from the outset with
MX-T locks, and degrades quickly under TF-T locks. In inset (b), PF-T locks can sustain high
schedulability until wratio ≈ 0.3, whereas TF-T locks start to degrade around wratio = 0.15.
This highlights that a small number of writers affects TF-T locks much more severely than PF-
T locks.
Figure 15 shows schedulability as a function of nest. In both cases, PF-T locks perform sig-
nificantly better than either MX-T and TF-T locks as resource groups become fewer in number
and larger, even under high contention (G-EDF case) and moderate wratio (P-EDF case). Espe-
cially in the G-EDF case, TF-T performance resembles MX-T performance much more closely
than PF-T performance—in spite of an RW-friendly wratio value of 0.05.
Finally, Figure 16 shows schedulability as a function of res. Once again, in inset (a), PF-
T locks can sustain significantly higher schedulability whereas TF-T locks perform only little
better than MX-T locks. In inset (b), under G-EDF, PF-T locks can sustain about three times as
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Figure 14: Schedulability as a function of the ratio of write requests (wratio). (a) Hard schedu-
lability (zero tardiness under worst-case overheads) under P-EDF; and (b) soft schedulability
(bounded tardiness under average-case overheads) under G-EDF. The y-axis gives the fraction
of successfully-scheduled task sets. The considered scenario is indicated above each graph.
Limitations. Figures 12–16 show that schedulability can be improved significantly by em-
ploying phase-fair locks, an observation that is well supported by a large majority of the 2,592
considered scenarios. However, phase-fair locks can also perform worse than MX-T locks under
certain conditions. This is illustrated by Figures 17–20, which exhibit examples of inferior PF-T
performance under G-EDF.
Figure 17 shows inferior SRT schedulability under PF-T locks when varying ucap (inset (a))
and contention (inset (b)). Similar trends can be found in Figure 18, which shows SRT schedu-
lability as function of res (inset (a)) and nest (inset (b)). Note that all four scenarios are quite
similar:
• very high write density (wratio = 0.35),
• very high degree of nesting in Figure 17 and Figure 18(a) (nest = 0.35), and thus
• virtually no benefit from employing RW locks (MX-T and TF-T curves overlap).
In essence, the high ratio of write requests makes RW synchronization undesirable in these sce-
narios. This is confirmed by the graph depicted in Figure 19(a), which shows SRT schedulability
as a function of wratio under deep nesting nest = 0.35. While first performing better than TF-T
locks in the range from wratio ≈ 0.02 to wratio ≈ 0.2, performance under PF-T locks quickly
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Figure 15: Schedulability as a function of the probability of nested requests (nest). (a) Hard
schedulability (zero tardiness under worst-case overheads) under P-EDF; and (b) soft schedu-
lability (bounded tardiness under average-case overheads) under G-EDF. The y-axis gives the
fraction of successfully-scheduled task sets. The considered scenario is indicated above each
graph.
a fundamental difference between task-fair and phase-fair RW locks—the former degrade to
mutex performance, whereas the latter can perform worse.
This is further supported by Figure 19(b), which depicts the same scenario as Figure 19(a),
but shows the average per-task utilization inflation due to blocking (both direct and arrival)
instead of schedulability. Note that the points where the per-task inflation curves cross in Fig-
ure 19(b) correspond to the points where schedulability curves cross in Figure 19(a), and also
note how the rate of change of the TF-T inflation curve decreases to match the MX-T inflation
curve, whereas the PF-T inflation curve grows linearly with increasing wratio.
Figure 20 further explores this scenario: inset (a) shows average per-task direct blocking
(in millisonds); inset (b) shows average per-task arrival blocking (also in milliseconds). Note
that direct blocking is much lower under PF-T locks, even for wratio > 0.25, but that arrival
blocking is twice as large under PF-T locks than under MX-T locks. Further, arrival blocking
exhibits only little growth, but direct blocking reveals a clear linear trend.
Thus, we can characterize PF-T performance in such scenarios as follows: due to a high
degree of nesting, outermost requests have long durations, which exacerbates the impact of
the factor of two in PF-T’s arrival blocking bound (recall the Single Writer column in Table 1).
However, the increased arrival blocking is compensated by PF-T’s much lower average direct
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Figure 16: Schedulability as a function of the average number of resources per task (res). (a)
Hard schedulability (zero tardiness under worst-case overheads) under P-EDF; and (b) soft
schedulability (bounded tardiness under average-case overheads) under G-EDF. The y-axis
gives the fraction of successfully-scheduled task sets. The considered scenario is indicated
above each graph.
Note that such performance degration only occurs for combinations of both deep nesting
and frequent writes: in Figure 16(a), PF-T performance is superior even though wratio = 0.35,
and, similarly, PF-T performance only starts to degrade for nest > 0.15 in Figure 18(b). Thus,
PF-T locks offer significantly superior performance if the key assumption underlying the RW-
FMLP are met (infrequent nesting, infrequent writes), but can degrade in pathological cases in
which said assumptions are violated.
5.8 Varying Periods, Deadlines, Weights, and Request Lengths
We conducted additional experiments based on the scenarios displayed in Figures 12–16 in
which the task set generation procedure was altered to assess the impact of allowing shorter
or longer periods, constrained deadlines (i.e., d(i) ≤ p(i)), higher task utilizations, and longer
critical sections. Some of the resulting graphs, which correspond to Figures 13(a) and 13(b)
respectively, are depicted in Figures 21 and 22.
Figure 21(a) shows the impact of choosing periods uniformly from [50ms , 250ms ]. Perhaps
counter-intuitively, allowing longer periods causes bounds on blocking to become more pes-
simistic, and thus schedulability under each scheme is reduced. This is because lengthening
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Figure 17: Soft schedulability under G-EDF as a function of (a) task system utilization (ucap);
and (b) the average number of requests per resource per second (contention). The y-axis gives
the fraction of successfully-scheduled task sets. The considered scenario is indicated above
each graph.
number of requests per job to increase.
Figure 21(b) shows the impact of choosing periods uniformly from [3ms , 33ms ]. Here, the
trend is reversed—the average number of requests per job decreases, and thus schedulability
is improved under each lock type. Of course, if periods are shortened to the point that there is
insufficient slack to account for scheduling and synchronization overheads, then schedulability
will be poor under any scheme.
An example of the effects of constraining each task’s relative deadline is shown in Fig-
ure 21(c). Compared to Figure 13(a), schedulability is slightly reduced under each lock type
as deadline violations become more likely due to the stricter constraints.
Figure 22(a), which corresponds to Figure 13(b), shows the impact of allowing per-task uti-
lizations up to 0.95 under G-EDF. Schedulability is drastically reduced under each lock type.
This is because system overheads and blocking can, for some task sets, cause a task’s utilization
to be inflated by more than 0.05. This is especially the case with tasks that have short periods.
Thus, individual tasks may become over-utilized, which in turn limits schedulability. Since the
utilization loss grows with average contention, far fewer requests can be supported in total.
Similar reasoning applies to Figure 22(b), which depicts schedulability assuming critical
sections lengths in the range from 10µs to 50µs . Increasing the duration of critical sections
directly causes the bounds on worst-case blocking to become more pessimistic. Hence, the
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Figure 18: Soft schedulability under G-EDF as a function of (a) the average number of resources
per task (res); and (b) the probability of nested requests (nest). The y-axis gives the fraction of
successfully-scheduled task sets. The considered scenario is indicated above each graph.
benefit of keeping critical sections short.
Note that the relative performance of MX-T, TF-T, and PF-T locks remains generally un-
changed in Figures 21 and 22 as all lock types are affected similarly by the changed task set
generation procedure.
5.9 Portability Concerns
The RW-FMLP can easily be implemented as a library on top of POSIX-compliant operating
systems such as Linux, VxWorks, or QNX.
For efficiency reasons, group locks should be implemented in userspace (i.e., without resort-
ing to system calls) using one of the phase-fair lock implementations presented in Section 4. If
resources are to be shared across address space boundaries, then group locks must be allocated
in shared memory (e.g., as part of a memory-mapped file). Assigning resources to resource
groups can be done either offline by the system designer, or automatically during an initial-
ization phase before real-time execution starts (this requires all resource handles to be opened
during initialization).
The RW-FMLP crucially depends on non-preemptive execution to bound the length of prior-
ity inversion (see Appendix A). Unfortunately, the POSIX standard does not define a standard
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Figure 19: Two views of one scenario under G-EDF: (a) soft schedulability and (b) average per-
task utilization inflation due to blocking as functions of the the ratio of write requests (wratio).
Note that the two graphs are symmetrical—as the average per-task inflation increases, the av-
erage schedulability decreases. Two additional views of this scenario are shown in Figure 20.
emulated using static-priority17 scheduling: in order to avoid being preempted, a job can simply
raise its priority to the highest real-time priority. Analogously, a job can re-enable preemptions
at the end of a non-preemptive section by restoring its original priority.
With this straightforward emulation of non-preemptive sections, the RW-FMLP can be im-
plemented on top of any OS that supports static-priority scheduling. However, this method is
likely to require a system call each time that a job’s priority is altered. Given that system calls
can incur significant overhead, a more efficient implementation is desirable. Therefore, the im-
plementation in LITMUSRT follows a different approach (Brandenburg et al., 2007, 2008b). To
avoid the need for system calls in the common case (no preemption required) entirely, jobs sig-
nal non-preemptive sections to the scheduler by setting a flag in a control word that is shared
between the kernel and userspace when entering a non-preemptive section, and clearing said
flag on exit. Similarly, the scheduler sets a second flag in the shared control word when a re-
quired preemption was delayed and the currently-executing job should yield. Hence, under
the RW-FMLP in LITMUSRT, readers and writers incur no system call overhead when issuing a
short resource request in the common case, and must issue only a single system call (to yield)
in the rare event of a delayed preemption.
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Figure 20: Two additional views of the scenario depicted in Figure 19: (a) average per-task
direct blocking (in milliseconds) and (b) average per-task arrival blocking (in milliseconds) as
functions of the the ratio of write requests (wratio). Note that arrival blocking is twice as high
under phase-fair locks than under either task-fair mutex or RW locks, which is consistent with
the constant factor of two in the Single Write column in Table 1. Further note that the difference
between task-fair RW and task-fair mutex locks disappears as the write ratio increases, and
rapidly so in the range from 0.01–0.05 in inset (a)—in the presence of frequent writes, task-fair
RW locks degrade to mutex-like performance. Finally, note that phase-fair RW locks offer much
reduced direct blocking compared to task-fair locks, unless the write ratio is high.
6 Conclusion
We have presented the first analysis of reader-writer locking in shared-memory multiprocessor
real-time systems and have proposed phase-fair locks, a new RW lock design with asymptot-
ically lower worst-case read blocking, and presented three phase-fair RW locks that can be
implemented efficiently on common hardware platforms.
Our experiments revealed that (in terms of schedulability) phase-fair locks are frequently
a superior choice if no more than 25%–35% of the requests are writes—oftentimes by a signif-
icant margin. In comparison to task-fair RW locks, phase-fair RW locks usually offer (much)
better schedulability if there is benefit to employing RW locks at all, but can perform worse in
pathological cases. To summarize:
• preference locks are not a viable choice for multiprocessor real-time systems,
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Figure 21: Three variations of the scenario depicted in Figure 13(a), wherein the task set
generation procedure was altered by (a) uniformly choosing task periods from [50ms , 250ms ]
(instead of [10ms , 100ms ]), (b) uniformly choosing task periods from [3ms , 33ms ] (instead of
[10ms , 100ms ]), and (c) constraining relative deadlines such that per-task static slack was re-
duced by 25% to 75%, i.e., for each task Ti, a parameter x was chosen uniformly from [0.25, 0.75]
to determine the relative deadline according to the formula d(i) , e(i) + x · (p(i)− e(i)).
• phase-fair locks are usually the best choice, but can degrade to performance worse than
that of task-fair mutex locks if both of the assumptions underlying phase-fairness are
violated.
In future work, we plan to extend the RW-FMLP to support long resources by incorperating
RW semaphores. Intuitively, phase-fairness should also reduce reader delay when blocking is
realized by suspending; however, deriving competitive bounds on worst-case blocking is a chal-
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Figure 22: Two variations of the scenario depicted in Figure 13(b), wherein the task set gen-
eration procedure was altered by uniformly choosing (a) per-task utilizations from [0.05, 0.95]
(instead of [0.1, 0.4]), and (b) critical sections lengths from [10µs , 50µs ] (instead of [1µs , 15µs ]).
like to investigate the impact of phase-fairness on throughput-oriented workloads. Another in-
teresting avenue is to explore the relative performance (in terms of schedulability, throughput,
and memory requirements) of lock-based RW synchronization and specialized non-blocking
synchronization primitives—analogous to our group’s prior study of mutual exclusion alterna-
tives (Brandenburg et al., 2008b).
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A Bounds on Worst-Case Blocking under the RW-FMLP
In this section, we derive bounds on direct blocking under the RW-FMLP for both global and
partitioned scheduling, for each of the following group lock choices: task-fair mutex locks (Sec-
tion A.4), preference RW locks (Section A.5), task-fair RW locks (Section A.7), and phase-fair
RW locks (Section A.8). Finally, we bound arrival blocking in terms of the previously derived
bounds on direct blocking under both G-EDF and P-EDF (Section A.9).
A.1 Worst-Case Resource Requirements
To implement the RW-FMLP, a priori knowledge of all possible resource nesting is fundamen-
tally required to assign each resource to its appropriate resource group (see Section 3), but the
frequency and durations of requests are (for the implementation) irrelevant and may be un-
kown.
However, to bound worst-case blocking, additional limits on task requirements must be
known in advance. In particular, we require for each task Tx and each group g a bound on the
maximum number of times that a given number of consecutive jobs of Tx issue outermost write
(resp., read) requests for resources in g, and a bound on the maximum duration of each request.
This is formalized by the concept of a “generic request sequence,” which is a set of write (resp.,
read) requests that limits the number and duration of the write (resp., read) requests issued by
any k consecutive jobs of Tx (in any schedule).18
Definition 2. Let W y denote the set of all write requests for group g issued by the k consecutive jobs
T yx , . . . , T
y+k−1
x in some actual schedule (for k ≥ 1).
The generic write request sequence, denoted writes(Tx, g, k), for k consecutive jobs of Tx for
resource group g is a set of generic19 write requests such that both







(recall that ‖W‖ denotes the length of W, and that |W y| denotes the cardinality of W y), and
18The concept of a generic request sequence is similar to the notion of a demand bound function in schedulability
analysis (e.g., see (Baruah, 2007)) in the sense that both are used to characterize maximum resource requirements.
19A generic request is simply a request that is defined for analysis purposes.
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• k ≤ l⇒ writes(Tx, g, k) ⊆ writes(Tx, g, l), i.e., generic write request sequences are inclusive.
We analogously let reads(Tx, g, k) denote the generic read request sequence for k consecutive jobs of
Tx.
In general, determining exact definitions of reads(Tx, g, k) and writes(Tx, g, k) for each Tx,
group g, and k ≥ 1 may require deep control flow and worst-case execution-time analysis of
Tx’s implementation, which is beyond the scope of this paper. As a simple approximation, one
could determine the set of all resources requested by at least one job of Tx and then assume that
every job of Tx requests all such resources. This, however, can be very pessimistic. Instead, we
assume a simplified request model (defined below) that applies the concepts of the sporadic
task model to resource requests.
Definition 3. We let W(Tx, g) (resp., R(Tx, g)) denote the maximum number of write (resp., read)
requests for group g issued by any job of Tx.
Definition 4. Jobs of a task Tx create a sporadic request pattern iff the following two conditions hold
for each resource group g for which jobs of Tx issue requests:
• there exist W(Tx, g) pairs (wrdgx,w, wrpgx,w), where wrdgx,w > 0 is a request duration and wrpgx,w ≥
1 is a request period, such that
writes(Tx, g, k) ,
{
Wvx,w
∣∣∣∣ 1 ≤ w ≤W(Tx, g) ∧ 1 ≤ v ≤ ⌈ kwrpgx,w
⌉}
,
where |Wvx,w| = wrdgx,w; and, similarly,
• there exist R(Tx, g) pairs (rrdgx,r, wrpgx,r), where rrdgx,r > 0 and wrpgx,r ≥ 1, such that
reads(Tx, g, k) ,
{
Rvx,r
∣∣∣∣ 1 ≤ r ≤ R(Tx, g) ∧ 1 ≤ v ≤ ⌈ krrpgx,w
⌉}
,
where |Rvx,r| = rrdgx,r.
For example, suppose a monitor application M reads a sensor Ls (in group g1) at a rate of
ten samples per second (p(Tm) = 100ms) and updates a shared variable La (in group g2) storing
a history of average readings once every two seconds. Suppose reading sensor Ls takes at most
1ms and updating variable La takes at most 10ms.
This application can be modeled as a sporadic task TM with p(TM) = 100ms, where every
job of Tm issues a read request for g1 and every 20th job of TM issues a write request for g2. In
this case, assuming that every job of TM issues a write request when analyzing contention for
g2 would be unnecessarily pessimistic. Instead, the generic request sequences (both read and
write) can be accurately described by a sporadic request pattern for the two parameter pairs
(rrdg1x,1 = 1ms, rrp
g1
x,1 = 1), and (wrd
g2
x,1 = 10ms, wrp
g2
x,1 = 20).
Throughout this paper, we focus on tasks with sporadic request patterns. However, note
that the analysis presented in this appendix applies to any definition of reads(Tx, g, k) and
writes(Tx, g, k) as long as Definition 2 is satisfied. This allows tighter bounds on blocking to be
derived if additional information on the frequency of resource requests is available.
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A.2 Approach
In the following, we derive blocking terms for an arbitrary job T ji with respect to an arbitrary
fixed schedule. Since T ji and the schedule are arbitrary, this analysis upper bounds worst-case
blocking for any job under any schedule.
Definition 5. A request X for a resource in group g directly blocks T ji if T
j
i issues a request X′ for
some resource also in g, X′ is issued at time t0 and is satisfied at time t1, where t1 > t0, X completes at
time t4, and t4 ∈ [t0, t1]. Let t3 denote the time that X is satisfied. Then X directly blocks T ji during the
interval [max(t0, t3), t4].
Under locks with strong progress guarantees, i.e., task-fair and phase-fair locks, the max-
imum number of times that a job T ji is directly blocked can be bounded by the minimum of
both the number of times that T ji issues outermost requests and the number of times that re-
mote jobs issue interfering requests. Under locks that allow starvation, i.e., preference locks,
the maximum number of times that a job T ji is directly blocked can be bounded by the number
of times that other jobs issue interfering requests.
Since groups are independent, analysis can be done on a group-by-group basis. Given a
bound on the maximum duration of direct blocking incurred by one job of Ti due to requests
issued for resources in resource group g, denoted dbg(Ti, g), a bound on total direct blocking is
given by the sum of the bounds on blocking for each group that Ti accesses.
Under partitioned scheduling, we assume that the task set has been successfully partitioned
prior to computing blocking terms and let P(Ti) denote the processor (1, . . . ,m) to which Ti has
been assigned. For notational convenience, we assume that max(∅) = 0. In this section, all
considered requests are presumed to be outermost unless otherwise noted, as only outermost
requests can block under the RW-FMLP. All discussed sets are finite unless noted otherwise.
A.3 Bounding Interference
In this subsection, we characterize the “worst-case interference” that T ji may encounter while
it is pending in terms of generic requests and use that to bound the duration of actual blocking
in the fixed schedule. From a high-level perspective, this involves three steps:
• first, we determine the maximum number of jobs that can execute while T ji is pending for
each Tx that shares resources with Ti,
• then we apply Definition 2 assuming this number of jobs of Tx, and
• finally we show how to bound maximum blocking with the “worst-case interference.”
The last step will let us express an upper bound on blocking in terms of generic requests, which
are known a priori.






distinct jobs of a task Tx can execute in any interval of length t.
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p(Ti) = 2
c(Ti) = 6.6 t = 7.25

















Figure 23: An illustration of Lemma 1. At most seven jobs of Tx with p(Tx) = 2 and r(Tx) = 6.6
can be pending in any interval [s, e) of length e−s = t = 7.25 (illustration drawn to scale). Only
jobs released at or after b = s − r(Ti) and before e can be pending in [s, e]. In the worst case
(i.e., with periodic arrivals and jobs completing as late as possible), jobs T 1i , T 2i , and T 3i carry
execution into [s, e]. Jobs T 4i , T 5i , and T 6i are released and complete in [s, e], and T 7i is released
before e. Note that moving the start of the interval s to an earlier point such that a(T 0i ) ≥ b







Proof. By contradiction (see Figure 23 for a visual example). Suppose that there exists an inter-







Let T ax denote the first and T zx the last job of Tx to execute in [t0, t0 + t), where z = a+ k− 1 (note
that T ai 6= T zi since r(Tx) ≥ e(Tx) > 0 and hence k ≥ 2). In order for a job to execute in [t0, t0 + t),
it must be pending some time in [t0, t0 + t), i.e.,
t0 − r(Tx) ≤ a(T ax ) and (2)
a(T zx ) < t0 + t. (3)
Further, since job releases are separated by at least one period, it follows that
a(T ax ) + (k − 1) · p(Tx) ≤ a(T zx ). (4)
By substituting Inequalities (2) and (3) into Inequality (4), we obtain
t0 − r(Ti) + (k − 1) · p(Ti) ≤ t0 + t,










This contradicts Inequality (1) above.
Next, we define Ti’s “competition,” i.e., the set of tasks that have jobs that issue blocking
requests.
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Definition 6. A task Tx, x 6= i, competes with Ti for resource group g if some jobs of both tasks request
resources in g, i.e., if both R(Tx, g) + W(Tx, g) > 0 and R(Ti, g) + W(Ti, g) > 0. The competition
C (Ti, g) denotes the set of all tasks that compete with Ti for g.
In the second step, we obtain a set of generic requests that we will subsequently use to upper
bound the actual blocking duration.
Definition 7. The worst-case write interference wif (Tx, g, t) of task Tx with respect to group g during
any interval of length t is the set of generic requests
wif (Tx, g, t) , writes(Tx, g,maxjobs(Tx, t)).
We similarly define
rif (Tx, g, t) , reads(Tx, g,maxjobs(Tx, t))
and
xif (Tx, g, t) , wif (Tx, g, t) ∪ rif (Tx, g, t)
to denote the worst-case read interference and the worst-case request interference.
Next, we define three convenience functions over sets of requests, which serve to simplify
the expression of “aggregate interference” (see Def. 10 below).
Definition 8. Given a set of requests S, we let Sk denote the kth longest request in S, where 1 ≤ k ≤ |S|
(with ties broken in an arbitrary but consistent fashion). Formally, 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ |S| ⇒‖Sk ‖≥‖Sl ‖.
Definition 9. Given a set of requests S, we denote the set of the l longest requests in A and their total
duration as





Definition 10. The aggregate worst-case write interference of Ti’s competition with respect to a
resource group g over any interval of length t and subject to an interference limit l is given by
cwifs(Ti, g, t, l) =
⋃
Tx∈C(Ti,g)
top(l,wif (Tx, g, t)).
Similarly, we define
crifs(Ti, g, t, l) =
⋃
Tx∈C(Ti,g)
top(l, rif (Tx, g, t))
and
cxifs(Ti, g, t, l) =
⋃
Tx∈C(Ti,g)
top(l, xif (Tx, g, t))
to denote aggregate worst-case read interference and aggregate worst-case request interference.
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To this point, no assumptions have been made regarding the scheduling policy that created
the fixed schedule. Hence, Definition 10 applies to both partitioned and global scheduling in
general, and G-EDF and P-EDF in particular. Under partitioned scheduling, a better approxi-
mation of aggregate interference can be obtained since the processors on which tasks reside are
known in advance.
For example, suppose that all of T ji ’s competitors (with regard to a given group g) reside on
the same processor. Since requests are executed non-preemptively, this allows us to conclude
that at most one request issued by a job of a competitor executes at any time. Under group
locks with strong fairness guarantees (e.g., FIFO queueing), this can result in significantly re-
duced worst-case blocking (compared to the worst case under global scheduling). However,
Definition 10 is oblivious to partitions and hence cannot reflect such considerations. Thus, we
analogously define a partition-aware version of aggregate interference next.
Definition 11. Let P = {p | p ∈ {1, . . . ,m} ∧ p 6= P(Ti)} denote the set of all remote partitions, and
let part(p) = {Tx | Tx ∈ C(Ti, g) ∧ P(Tx) = p} denote the set of all competitors assigned to processor
p.
The partitioned worst-case write interference of Ti’s competition with respect to a resource group
g over any interval of length t and subject to an interference limit l is given by






wif (Tx, g, t)
 .
Similarly, we define






rif (Tx, g, t)
 .
and






xif (Tx, g, t)
 .
to denote partitioned worst-case read interference and partitioned worst-case request interfer-
ence.
To simplify the statement of the bounds, we defined the following short-hand notation.
Definition 12. The worst-case write interference for a resource group g encountered by task Ti over
any interval of length t with interference limit l is given by
wifs(Ti, g, t, l) =
{
cwifs(Ti, g, t, l) under global scheduling
pwifs(Ti, g, t, l) under partitioned scheduling.
Analogously, we let rifs(Ti, g, t, l) and xifs(Ti, g, t, l) denote the worst-case read interference and worst-
case request interference.
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A.4 Maximum Direct Blocking under Task-Fair Mutex Locks
Recall that, under task-fair mutex locks, both readers and writers gain exclusive access to re-
source groups and that all requests are satisfied in FIFO order. Hence, when bounding direct
blocking under task-fair mutex locks, the request type (read or write) is irrelevant.
Lemma 2. Let c denote the number of requests (either read or write) that T ji issues for resources in
resource group g. Under task-fair mutex locks, jobs of each competitor Tx can block T
j
i ’s requests for
resources in g with at most c requests.
Proof. By contradiction. Assume jobs of some task Tx directly block T
j
i with more than c re-





jobs of Tx. Because both Xx1 and Xx2 block Xi, neither of the two is complete when Xi is issued,
but both are complete by the time that Xi is satisfied (see Definition 5).
Without loss of generality, assume that Xx1 is issued prior to Xx2 . Because jobs are sequential
(and because both Xx1 and Xx2 are outermost), Xx1 must complete before Xx2 is issued. Hence Xx2 is
issued after Xi is issued, but satisfied before Xi is satisfied. This contradicts the assumption that
the blocking requests are satisfied in FIFO order.
Lemma 3. Let c denote the number of requests (either read or write) that T ji issues for resources in
resource group g. Under task-fair mutex locks and under partitioned scheduling, jobs on each remote
partition can block T ji ’s requests for resources in g with at most c requests.
Proof. Due to the non-preemptive execution of requests, at most one request per remote proces-
sor may interfere at any given time (i.e., requests are executed sequentially). Hence, the claim
follows analogous to Lemma 2 above.
Lemma 4. Let c denote the number of requests (either read or write) that T ji issues for resources in
resource group g. Under task-fair mutex locks, T ji ’s requests for resources in g are blocked by at most
c · (m− 1) requests.
Proof. Consider a request X issued by T ji . At mostm−1 other requests can have been issued but
not yet be complete at the time that X is issued because requests are executed non-preemptively.
Hence, due to FIFO ordering, each request of T ji can be blocked by at most m − 1 requests.
Consequently, no more than c · (m− 1) requests (and hence phases) block T ji in total.
Theorem 1. Let c be the maximum number of requests issued by any job of Ti for resources in group g,
and let t = r(Ti). If g is protected by a task-fair mutex lock, then
dbg(Ti, g) ≤ total
(
(m− 1) · c, xifs(Ti, g, t, c)
)
. (5)
Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 3, each competing task and, under partitioning, each remote processor
can block Ti with no more than c interfering requests each. By Lemma 4, each request is directly
blocked by at most (m− 1) remote jobs. Hence, at most (m− 1) · c interfering requests can block
T ji in total. Therefore, the maximum total blocking is bounded by the sum of the durations of
the (m− 1) · c longest requests in xifs(Ti, g, t, c).
Note that, under global scheduling, (5) yields a bound that is less pessimistic for c > 1 than
the one previously given in (Block et al., 2007). In the partitioned case, (5) is equivalent to the
bound given in (Brandenburg and Anderson, 2008).
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A.5 Maximum Direct Blocking under Preference RW Locks
Recall from Section 3.2 that there are two kinds of preference locks. Under a reader preference
lock, write requests are only satisfied if no readers are present. Similarly, under a writer pref-
erence lock, read requests are only satisfied if no writers are present. In both cases, we assume
that write requests are satisfied in FIFO order (with respect to other write requests).
A.5.1 Reader Preference Locks
In Lemmas 5, 6, and 7 below, let cR denote the number of read requests and cW the number of
write requests that T ji issues for resources in resource group g.
Lemma 5. Under reader preference locks, jobs of each competitor Tx can block T
j
i ’s requests for resources
in g with at most cR + cW write requests. Similarly, under partitioning, jobs on each remote partition
can block T ji ’s requests for resources in g with at most cR + cW write requests.
Proof. Since write requests are not satisfied while a reader is present, at most one (earlier-
satisfied) writer phase can block each of T ji ’s read requests. Since write requests are satisfied
in FIFO order, at most one request per competing task can block each of T ji ’s write requests
(analogously to Lemma 2). Similar reasoning applies to the partitioned case.
Lemma 6. Under reader preference locks, if cW = 0, then T
j
i is not blocked by any reader phases.
Proof. Follows from the definition of reader preference.
Lemma 7. Under reader preference locks, T ji ’s requests for resources in g are blocked by at most cR +
(m− 1) · cW write requests.
Proof. As discussed in Lemma 5 above, each read request is blocked by at most one writer
phase. Due to FIFO ordering, each write request of T ji is preceded by at most one writer on
every other processor (analogously to Lemma 4).
Theorem 2. Let cR be the maximum number of outermost read requests and let cW be the maximum
number of outermost write requests that any job of task Ti issues for resources in group g, and let t =
r(Ti). If g is protected by a reader preference lock, then
dbg(Ti, g) ≤ total
(









where r =∞ if cW > 0; otherwise r = 0.
Proof. Lemma 7 limits the number of write requests blocking a job of Ti to cR + (m − 1) · cW;
Lemma 5 limits per-task write interference to cR + cW. Blocking due to read intererence is
either zero (if Ti does not issue write requests, by Lemma 6) or limited only by the behavior of
competing tasks. The stated bound follows.
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A.5.2 Writer Preference Locks
In the following Lemmas 8 and 9, let cR denote the number of read requests and cW the number
of write requests that T ji issues for resources in resource group g.
Lemma 8. Under writer preference locks, if cR = 0, then
• jobs of each competitor Tx can block T ji ’s requests for resources in g with at most cW requests of
any kind;
• under partitioning, jobs on each remote partition can block T ji ’s requests for resources in g with at
most cW requests of any kind;
• T ji ’s requests for resources in g are blocked by at most cW reader phases; and
• T ji ’s requests for resources in g are blocked by at most cW · (m− 1) phases (either read or write).
Proof. Since write requests are satisfied in FIFO order, at most one request per competing task
can block each of T ji ’s write requests (analogously to Lemmas 2 and 4).
Writers are prioritized over readers, thus a write request W is only blocked by a reader
phase if W is issued during said phase. Hence, at most one reader phase blocks each of T ji ’s
write requests.
A job T yx cannot block a single request of T
j
i with both a read request and a write request:
after completing its read request, T yx ’s write request is queued after T
j
i ’s write request due to
FIFO ordering, and no read request is satisfied while a writer is present. Thus, the number of
write requests issued by T ji and m limit the number of blocking phases.
Lemma 9. Under writer preference locks, if T ji is blocked by at most w writer phases, then T
j
i is blocked
by at most cW + min(cR, w) reader phases.
Proof. As before in Lemma 8, a write request can be blocked only once by a reader phase, thus
the number of reader phases that block write requests of T ji is limited by cW.
Each time that T ji issues a read request R, it can be transitively blocked by an earlier reader
phase. Suppose a write request is issued just before T ji issues R and is itself blocked by an earlier
reader phase: T ji transitively incurs blocking while the preceding writer is blocked. Thus, T
j
i
may be blocked by up to cR reader phases.
However, in order for T ji to be blocked by a reader phase, a writer must be present. Thus, w
also bounds the number of blocking reader phases.
Theorem 3. Let cR be the maximum number of outermost read requests and let cW be the maximum
number of outermost write requests that any job of task Ti issues for resources in group g, and let t =
r(Ti). If g is protected by a writer preference lock, then










where, if cR = 0,
w = (m− 2) · cW x = cW
W = wifs(Ti, g, t, cW) XR = xifs(Ti, g, t, cW) \ top(w,W ),
and otherwise
w =∞ x = cW + min(cR, |W |)
W = wifs(Ti, g, t,∞) XR = rifs(Ti, g, t, x).
Proof. By case analysis.
Case cR = 0: If Ti does not issue read requests for resources in g, then a job of Ti is blocked
by at most (m − 1) · cW requests in total and by at most cW read requests (Lemma 8). Also by
Lemma 8, jobs of each remote task and, under partitioning, jobs on each remote processor may
block T ji with at most cW write requests each. Hence, the worst-case write interference is given
by wifs(Ti, g, t, cW).
By Lemma 8, at most cW of the (m− 1) · cW blocking requests in the worst-case scenario may
be read requests. Hence, the maximum possible blocking is bounded by the duration of the
(m−2) · cW longest interfering write requests (if there are that many) and the remaining longest
cW requests of either kind (read or write, but without accounting for the same write request
twice).
Case cR > 0: If Ti issues read requests for resources in g, then the number of blocking write
requests is only bounded by the behavior of the competing tasks; consequently w = ∞ as all
possibly interfering write requests must be considered.
By Lemma 9, each of Ti’s requests (either read or write) may be blocked by at most x =
cW + min(cR, |W |) reader phases; consequently the worst-case read interference is given by
rifs(Ti, g, t, x).
A.6 Reader Parallelism under Task-Fair and Phase-Fair RW Locks
In this subsection, we establish two lemmas that characterize reader parallelism under fair RW
locks (both task-fair and phase-fair). They formalize the intuition that a reader phase can only
transitively block a read request if said phase is “assisted” by an also-blocking writer phase.
Lemma 10. Let cW denote the number of write requests that a job T
j
i issues for resources in group g,
and let
• w denote the number of blocking writer phases,
• r denote the number of blocking reader phases,
• bw denote the total number of blocking phases (either read or write).
If g is protected by a fair RW lock (either task-fair or phase-fair), then







bw ! 2w + 1
bw+1 ! bw + 2
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Figure 24: Illustration of Lemma 10 for the case cW = 1 wherein a job T
j
i issues only one write
request Ŵ. (a) Base case w = 0: at most one reader phase can block Ŵ. (b) Induction step:
allowing one additional write request Wx increases the maximum number of blocking phases
by at most two.
Proof. By induction over w. Note that bw = w + r.
Base case: w = 0. If there are no blocking writer phases, then T ji ’s read requests (if any) do
not incur blocking at all, and, due to FIFO ordering in task-fair locks and from Properties PF1
and PF4 in phase-fair locks, T ji ’s write requests (if any) can only be blocked by one reader phase
each. Hence, r ≤ cW, and thus r = r + w = bw ≤ 2w + cW. This is illustrated in inset (a) of
Figure 24.
Induction step w → w + 1: Adding one blocking write request Wx (i.e., one writer phase)
increases the number of phases blocking T ji by at most two: firstly, W
x directly blocks T ji once,
and, secondly, Wx can itself be blocked by an additional read request Ry (and thus one reader
phase), which then transitively also blocks T ji . Thus, bw+1 ≤ bw + 2. This is illustrated in inset
(b) of Figure 24. By the induction hypothesis, bw ≤ 2w + cW, thus
bw+1 ≤ bw + 2 ≤ (2w + cW) + 2 = 2(w + 1) + cW.
Hence, bw ≤ 2w + cW for all w ∈ N. Since bw = w + r, this implies r ≤ w + cW.
Lemma 10 bounds bw for a known w. Next, we derive a bound on r given a bound on bw.
Lemma 11. Let cW denote the number of write requests that a job T
j
i issues for resources in group g,

























By solving for a we obtain
a > 2w + cW ≥ bw,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 10. This contradicts the assumption bw ≤ a, and
thus, r ≤ a+cW
2
holds. Since r ∈ N, the stated inequality follows.
A.7 Maximum Direct Blocking under Task-Fair RW Locks
Recall that under task-fair RW locks, writers gain exclusive access to resource groups, whereas
consecutive readers may access resource groups concurrently. Consequently, a writer that is di-
rectly blocked by a reader phase may cause the reader phase to transitively block later-arriving
readers.
Lemma 12. Let cR denote the number of read requests and cW the number of write requests that T
j
i
issues for resources in resource group g. Under task-fair RW locks,
• jobs of each competitor Tx can block T ji ’s requests for resources in g with at most cW + cR requests
of any kind;
• under partitioning, jobs on each remote partition can block T ji ’s requests for resources in g with at
most cW + cR requests of any kind; and
• T ji ’s requests for resources in g are blocked by at most (cW + cR) · (m − 1) phases (either read or
write).
Proof. Follows analogously to Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 since all requests are satisfied in strict FIFO
order.
Theorem 4. Let cR denote the maximum number of read requests and let cW denote the maximum
number of write requests that any job of task Ti issues for resources in group g, and let t = r(Ti). If g is
protected by a task-fair RW lock, then








a− r,W)+ total(r,X \ longest (w,W ))),
where
W = wifs(Ti, g, t, cR + cW) X = xifs(Ti, g, t, cR + cW)
a = min
(









Proof. By Lemma 12, each competing task and, under partitioning, the jobs of the tasks on each
remote partition may be blocked by at most cR + cW requests. Hence, the worst-case write and
request interference is given by wifs(Ti, g, t, cR + cW) and xifs(Ti, g, t, cR + cW) (resp.). The total
number of phases that block T ji is at most (m− 1) · (cR + cW) by Lemma 12, and at most at most
|W | · 2 + cW by Lemma 10, thus a is an upper bound on the total number of blocking phases.
Hence, a bound on dbg(Ti, g) is given by the sum of the a longest requests in X .





blocking phases are reader phases. This
yields a second bound: the a − r longest competing write requests and the r longest requests
of either kind (read or write, without accounting for the same write request twice) also bound
dbg(Ti, g).
Two bounds on db(Ti, g) are given because either bound can overestimate the true maxi-
mum blocking time in certain cases. For example, if write requests are generally short and
there are many long read requests, then the sum of the a longest requests of either kind can be
unnecessarily pessimistic as it does not differentiate between read and write requests, i.e., the
bound could equal the sum of the (m− 1) · (cW + cR) longest read requests, even though that is
clearly not a feasible scenario. Similarly, the bound based on Lemma 11 can overestimate total
blocking time since it may account for more than cR + cW requests per task, which is also not
possible (Lemma 12). Hence, it is beneficial to compute both bounds.
A.8 Maximum Direct Blocking under Phase-Fair RW Locks
Recall that, under phase-fair locks, readers and writers are ordered only with regard to phases,
but progress is guaranteed because reader and writer phases alternate (Properties PF1 and PF4).
Writers gain access in strict FIFO order with respect to other writers (Property PF2). At the
beginning of a reader phase, all currently-blocked readers gain concurrent access (Property
PF3). Hence, a reader may gain access to a resource group prior to an earlier-arrived writer.
This “skipping ahead” of readers expedites read requests, but increases the number of times
that a given task may issue blocking read requests since now a single write request can be
blocked by jobs of the same task multiple times. This tradeoff is a conscious design decision
based on the expectation that RW locks are only employed when read requests significantly
outnumber write requests.
In Lemmas 8 and 9 below, let cR denote the number of read requests and cW the number of
write requests that T ji issues for resources in resource group g.
Lemma 13. Under phase-fair RW locks,
• jobs of each competitor Tx can block T ji ’s requests for resources in g with at most cR + cW write
requests;
• under partitioning, jobs on each remote partition can block T ji ’s requests for resources in g with at
most cR + cW write requests; and
• T ji ’s requests for resources in g are blocked by at most cR + cW · (m− 1) writer phases.
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Proof. Since all blocked read requests are satisfied at the beginning of a reader phase, and since
reader and writer phases alternate, at most one writer phase can block each of T ji ’s cR read
requests. Since write requests are satisfied in FIFO order, each of T ji ’s cW write requests can be
blocked by up to (m− 1) writer phases (analogously to Lemma 4).
Due to FIFO ordering of writes, jobs of each competing task may block each of T ji ’s write
and read requests at most once (analogously to Lemma 2).
Lemma 14. Under phase-fair RW locks,
• jobs of each competitor Tx can block T ji ’s requests for resources in g with at most cR + cW · (m− 1)
read requests;
• under partitioning, jobs on each remote partition can block T ji ’s requests for resources in g with at
most cR + cW · (m− 1) read requests; and
• T ji ’s requests for resources in g are blocked by at most cR + cW · (m− 1) reader phases.
Proof. A read request R issued by T ji can be blocked by a reader phase only if R is issued during
said reader phase and an earlier-issued write request is currently blocked. By Property PF4, R
is not satisfied until the beginning of the next reader phase. Thus, each of T ji ’s read requests is
blocked by at most one reader phase.
Once a write request W issued by T ji is at the head of the writer queue, it is blocked by at
most one reader phase since reader and writer phases alternate. However, in the worst case,
there arem−1 writers ahead of W. Since a reader phase can occur between any two consecutive
writer phases, W may be transitively blocked by up tom−2 reader phases, for a total of at most
m− 1 reader phases per request.
Since no ordering among read requests is enforced, each competing task may block T ji with
one request during each blocking reader phase.
Theorem 5. Let cR denote the maximum number of read requests and let cW denote the maximum
number of write requests that any job of task Ti issues for resources in group g, and let t = r(Ti). If g is
protected by a phase-fair RW lock, then
dbg(Ti, g) ≤ total
(







W = wifs(Ti, g, t, cR + cW) r = min(|W |+ cW, cR + (m− 1) · cW)
R = rifs(Ti, g, t, r).
Proof. The worst-case write interference is given by wifs(Ti, g, t, cR + cW) since, by Lemma 13,
per-task and, under partitioning, per-processor write interference is limited by cR + cW. Also by
Lemma 13, T ji is blocked by at most cR+(m−1)·cW write requests in total, and hence maximum
blocking due to competing write requests cannot exceed total
(
cR + (m− 1) · cW,W
)
.
The total number of blocking read requests r is bounded both by |W |+cW (due to Lemma 11)
and by cR +(m− 1) · cW (due to Lemma 14). Hence, R = rifs(Ti, g, t, r) upper-bounds the worst-







This concludes the derivation of bounds on direct blocking for each of the considered group
lock choices. Next, we show how a bound on arrival blocking can be expressed in terms of
direct blocking.
A.9 Maximum Arrival Blocking under G-EDF and P-EDF
Arrival blocking occurs when a newly-released job has a sufficiently-high priority to execute
immediately on a processor p but cannot be scheduled because a lower-priority job is executing
non-preemptively on p. If jobs can suspend, then they can also incur arrival blocking when they
resume—however, in the context of this paper, jobs are assumed to not suspend their execution,
and thus only job releases must be considered.
Lemma 15. Under EDF (either partitioned or global), if Tx causes Ti to incur arrival blocking (and if
jobs of Ti do not self-suspend), then d(Tx) > d(Ti).
Proof. Let T yx denote the job that should be preempted but is non-preemptive when T
j
i arrives at
time t = a(T ji ), i.e., T
j
i has an earlier absolute deadline d
j
i = t+ d(Ti). Since T
y
x was already exe-
cuting at time t, a(T yx ) ≤ t. Hence, T yx ’s absolute deadline dyx is at most t+d(Tx). By assumption,
dji < d
y
x and thus t+ d(Ti) < t+ d(Tx)⇔ d(Ti) < d(Tx).
Lemma 16. The set of tasks that may cause Ti to incur arrival blocking is given by
A(Ti) =
{
{Tx | x ∈ {1, . . . , n} ∧ p(Tx) > p(Ti)} under G-EDF,
{Tx | x ∈ {1, . . . , n} ∧ p(Tx) > p(Ti) ∧ P(Tx) = P(Ti)} under P-EDF.
(8)
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 15 and the fact that, under partitioning, only local tasks
can cause arrival blocking.
Arrival blocking is bounded by the length of the longest non-preemptive section executed
by any job with lower priority. We assume that jobs become (briefly) preemptive between con-
secutive outermost requests,20 thus a bound on the length of non-preemptive sections is given
by the maximum blocking time incurred by a single request and the duration of the request
itself.
Lemma 17. Let X denote a request (either read or write) of a job T yx for a resource in group g. A per-
request bound on maximum direct blocking, denoted rb(X), can be obtained by computing dbg(T yx , g)
under the assumption that X is the only request issued by T yx .
Proof. Since requests of one job are independent under the RW-FMLP, the worst-case blocking
that X can incur is no more than the worst-case blocking that T yx can incur if it issues only X.
Theorem 6. Let G(Tx) denote the set of resource groups accessed by jobs of task Tx. Worst-case arrival








xif (Tx, g, r(Ti))
 . (9)
20For example, in OS kernels that disable preemptions, it is common for long-running code paths to contain
preemption points between critical sections, at which the scheduled job checks for the presence of higher-priority
jobs.
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Proof. Follows from the preceding discussion.
Note that only the bound on arrival blocking depends on scheduling priority, whereas the
bounds on direct blocking differentiate only between global and partitioned scheduling, but not
the actual scheduling policy. The analysis presented in this section can thus be readily applied
to other real-time scheduling policies (such as P-SP) with only minor adjustments to the bound
on arrival blocking (as long as requests are executed non-preemptively).
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